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(). INTRODUC'l'ION 

This report is divided into two volumes. Vblume I deals mainly 

with the use of the programs. Volume II presents details of the 

calculations and of the programs that are necessary for understanding 

the program source listings. Those who are interested mainly in running 

the programs and obtaining results will find the necessary information 

in Volume I. Should further detailed knowledge be required for program 

modification, then Volume II ca~ be consulted. 

A general description of how we treat the bevatron injection problem 

is found in Section 1. In Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 details 'are given 

pertaining to the running of the injection programs INJECT, PHASE, HINJ, 

and of a data storage progrrun TWRITE. These sections describe the data 

inp"tl-t structure, the necessary control cards, and the output that the 

programs generate. The Appendices AI, A2, and A3 contain sample control 

card checks, input data cases, and selected program output. 
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t. RF TRAPPING OF. THE INJECTED BEAM 

We wish to study the ~rocess of injecting beam. into the LBL .. 
Bevatron. To be more precise, we assume that a pulse of beam is .. 
delivered to the bevatron inflector and we wish to find out what fraction 

of this pulse survives the rf trapping; that is, what fraction of this 

pulse is trapped when the rf is turned on. We wish to study this trap~ ' 

ping process as various injection parameters are varied. For example, 

we can vary the length of the injected pulse, the time of injection, the 

emittance of the injected beam, the momentum spread of the injected 

beam, the time at which the rf is turned on, the characteristics of the 

rf voltage buildup such as its time constant or shape, the rate of rise 
. . 

of the magnetic field during the injection trapping process. The 

programs INJECT, PHASE, and HINJ, when used in the manner described 

. ' 

below, allow us to calculate the accepte'd beam as these parameters are 

systematically varied. 

In order to effectively carry out these calculations, the process 

of injection has been separated into three separate parts and each part 

is separately calculated by one of the programs. Briefly, we call these 

acceptance, rf trapping, and accepted pulse. In the acceptance cq.lculation, 

we determine what beam can be accepted into the. machine as coasting beam. ··~ • 

This is done by the program INJECT. The rf trapping calculation, PHASE, . , 
tells us what beam will be trapped as the rf voltage is turned on. The 

accepted pulse calculation, HINJ, uses the results of these two previous 

calculations to find out what fraction of an injected pulse survives the 

injection, rf trapping process. We describe below the rf trapping 
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calculation, the accepted beam calculations, the manner in which 

these are used to calculate the accepted pulse, the parameters that 

can sensibly be varied, and conclude with a short summary of how the 

programs are to be employed. 

1.1 RF Trapping 

We ass1.une, for these. calculations, that the azimuthal and radial 

distribution of the coasting beam is known at the time that the rf' 

voltage is turned on. The manner in which this is calculated is described 

in Sections 1.2 and 1.3. Essentially, the beam fills the aperture radially 

and for all practical purposes we can assume a uniform azimuthal distri-

bution. Our calculations are limited to the radial plane; the vertical 

motion is not considered here. The coasting beam at rf turn on time 

is defined to be the totality of the injected beam that has survived 

at this time. Thus, it is the beam that has not, for whatever reason, 

hit the inflector, or the chamber walls, etc. One way of characterizing 

this beam di'stribution is to note that for every particle there corresponds 

an equilibrium orbit radius r that can be determined from the particle 

energy and the magnetic field at the time of injection of the particle, 

and that each particle oscillates about its equilibri urn orbit radius with 

a maximum betatron amplitude x~. Since the time taken to inject into one 

full turn is small, we can assume a uniform beam distribution around the 

machine and we can think of beam filaments instead of particles. That is, 

we have a filmnent of beam that has equilibrium orbit r and betatron 

amplitude x~. Therefore, the points in the (r, x~, G) space can be 

' 
thought of as beam density points and we simply ask the question: Given 

a known beam density I= I(r, xW G), what fraction of this bemn survives 
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the rf turn on; that is, what fraction is trapped, and if it is trapped, 

what is its maximum radial excursion during the trapping process? 

To answer this question, we make some simplifying assumptions. We 

assume that during the rf trapping process x~ is fixed and we consider 

the radial synchrotron oscillations to be independent from the betatron 

oscillations. With these assumptions, we can proceed as follows: 

We choose a reference particle that is assumed to have an equili bri urn 

orbit radius rs' a rotational rate ros = e, and a total energy Es. See 

Figure 1. 

I 

\ 

• i 

, ro ,E 

Figure l 

This particle may possibly not exist as a real physical particle, but 

that does not matter. We simply say that if such a particle existed in 
" 

the machine, no matter haN it got there, it would be such that it would 

forever travel around the orbit of constant radius rs with rotational 

rate ills· This, then, fixes its energy gain rate to be such that it stays 

at a constant radius. We now define 

(1} 

·····. 

a. 

• 
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where ¢ is the rf phase of a particle of energy E, ¢s is the' rf phase of the 

reference (synchronous) particle, m1 measures the error in the rf frequency 

arr where we have chosen the rotational rate of the reference particle as the 

standard, and ~ is the rf phase ,of the particle of energy E as measured from 

the synchronous phase of the reference particle. We can then use the standard 

phtu;e equations to study the rf trapping process. l<1 or 01.n· case, these can be 

written as 

d 
d't" 

~E = ~ [V(-r) Sin¢- 6 Ts] 
ms 2'T!D 

(2) 

For more details about the quantities in Equation (2), the·reader may 

refer to Volume II, Section 2 of this report. 

For each particle (beam filament) of equilibrium orbit radius r, we 

ean find tsr '"~ r - rs and thus t:;E/m8 • We can then integrate (;:~) for various 

initial conditions and find what fracti.on of any beam filament is accepted. 

With this in mind, we look at the 6r, '1/J plane, Figure 2. 

~r 
J 

• . 

I 

J 
--;;;o 

'1/J 
i 

-·rr 1 'fr 

Figure 2 
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For· a given&, we integrate for the initial values 

-7T < ?/Ji ~ 7T , i = 1,2, ••• ,N 

and find whether the particle is trapped. If the particle (6r, ?/Ji) is 

trapped, then we assume that 1/N of the total beam at (Dr, ~) was 

accepted forthat (6r, ?/Ji). This corresponds to having a uniform azimuthal 

distribution of the beam. See Figure 3. 

total beam at (~r, xs) . 

-7T 

-7T 

Figure 3 

(&, Xo' ~~.) ,' 
' p ''1 

Extensions to other distributions are, in principle, not difficult should 

that be desirable. 

If the beam is trapped by the rf for a given (m, ?/Ji), we then proceed 

to superimpose the maximum betatron amplitude x13 onto .6r, ~x = 6r + 13, 

and we ask whether this will physically remain within the chamber. If 

~nax >chamber width, then the beam, while theoretically trapped by the rf, 
2 

will not, in fact, survive the rf trapping process since it will be lost on 

the walls. If it is, however, trapp~d, then we have that for a given 
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(6r, x~, ~i) the quantity 1/N of the beam existing at (6r, x~) has 
! • 

been trapped. We scan the (~, x~) plane and accumulate for a given 

(&-, xt3) the fraction of the total beam that is accepted for each point 

in this space. '" 
,_. ........ 

!::::;r .~ --
-- ---

,. 

Figure 4 

Therefore, · if at time t = 0, the rf turn on time, T,re know the beam density 

distribution in the (~, x~) plane, we can easily calculate the accepted 

beam by multiplying the values of the trapped beam RFtf(6r, X[j) times the 

values of the distribution array RFt
0
(6r, x~). 

To summarize, the rf trapping process has been decoupled from the 

rest Of the problem by Calculating a discrete set of values in the c~, X[j) 

plane. These values, Rfrf(~i' X·jj:r_) represent the fraction trapped, during, 

the rf trapping process, of the total beam that had the values (fir., ~:J:C<oi ) 
1. '"'1 

at rf turn on time. This means that we can, for a given set of rf trapping 

parameters, calculate the rf trapping array RFtf and save it tfor future use. 

1.2 Accepted Beam 

• In this calculation, we wish to determine T..ihether the b~am injected 

:i.nto the inflector is accepted as coasting beam. At the inflector, we have ·. 

a beam that occupies some known area in the radial (x, x 1 ) space and this 

beam has some known mGmentum distribution about a central modentum and 
I 

is injected into the bevatron at some given time; will it be accepted in 
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the machine or will it be lost by, for example, hitting the inflector? 

To answer this question, we consider a particle, or equivalently, a 

single turn filament, t<J be injected with a given equilibrhun orbit r 

and a given radial phase space position (x, x 1 ). The equilibrium orbit r 

is dete~ined both by the particle energy and the time of injection, 

since we are injecting into a rising field. We measure the equilibrium 

orbit as x
9 

which is the dist~ce of the equilibrium orbit from the 

outer radius of the inner wall of the inflector. 

r 

equilibrium 
orbit 

inf'lector 

Figure 5 

See Figure 5. 

beam 

inflect or 

The particle is. characterized by the value of (x, xr, ~). Given a 

three"'-dimehsional space of these variables, we can, for any point in the 

space, ask whether the particle was accepted as coasting beam. We are 

principally interested in whether the particles clear the inflector. 

Since the field rise B is positive during the injection, the equilibrium 

orbit moves in ( x9 i ricreases), and particles with the right ( x, x 1 , ~) 

values will clear the inflector and be accepted as coasting beam. 

Figure 6 shows a particle injected at a time t>O. We have arbitrarily 

chosen the time origin at x9 = 0. 
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Inflectcir 

In order to calculate which (x, x', x9) points are accepted, we 

trace the orbit paths of the particles for the first few turns. Once 

the equilibrium orbit has shrunk to a small enough value so that r + Xf3, 

where x~ is the appropriate betatron amplitude, is less than the inflector 

radius, ·the particle is assumed to be accepted as coasting beam. During 

this calculation, we check that the particle stays within the available 

physical aperture. 

The equations of motion used to describe the particle motion are 

given in Volume II, Section 1, of this report. We assume that the 

vertical and radial motion are independent and deal only with the radial 

motion of the beam. Because of the sensitivity of the particle to the 

field index value in clearing the inflector, we solve this orbit problem 

discretely at a number of .steps around the circumference and use a 

measured average n value corresponding to the radius of the particle. 

The time dependence of the magnet~c field is simulated by discretely 

shrinking the equilibrium orbit with an appropriate pHch. 

Our calculations thus tell us what points are accepted in the 

(x, x 1 , x
9

) space and what betatron amplitude the accepted particles' have. 
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Once the beam has been accepted, the beam can be linearly_ translated 

. . ' 
to the inside _south faraday cup using a pitch that is determined by 

the field rise. This calculation in effect assilmes that there is little 

change in betatron amplitude while moving in. The turn number that 

corresponds to this hitting of the south faraday cup is saved for future 

use in calculating beam intensities. 
. .. 

The calculations, as they are presently carried out, assume that th·e 

rf voltage is off while we are determining whether the beam is accepted . 

as coasting beam. 

1.3 Accepted Pulse 

We wish now to use our previous results to determine what function.of 

an injected pulse of beam is trapped in the machine. Briefly, what we 
/ 

must do is map the injected pulse intO the (x, x 1 , x9) space, then the 

accepted beam can be translated into the machine until rf turn on time 

at which point in time we need to know the beam distribution in the. 

(6r, ~) space.· We then have our results since we know from the PHASE 

calculation what fraction of the beam in this space survives the rf trap~ 

ping process. 

We shall first consider a short pulse of beam injected into the 
, I ··j 

machine at an arbitrary time ti. At any instant of time, the beam has 

a known distribution li:n the (x, x 1 ) plane and a known momentum distribution 

about some central momentum Pi· By known, we mean that we are expected 

to supply these distributions either as actual measured values or as 

reasonable approximations to the physical characteristics of the beam. 

Our beam is completely specified at time ti by its distribution in the 

(x, x' 
' 

p) space. 

.... ,:. -i.' . 

.,·'' 
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,Along the momentum axis, we consider the beam to have a central 
I . 

momentum Pi and a distribution about this value. Since changes in 

momentum are equivalent to changes in equilibrium orbit radius, we can 

consider this distribution to be a f'linction of x9 . See Figure 7· 

inflect or 

total beam 

p 

Pi 

Figure 7 

Similarly~ since a change in time is equivalent to a change in magnetic 

field which is also equivalent to a change in equilibriuni orbit radius, 

we can consider.time to be measured by values of x9. 

We can establish a time origin by taking t = 0 to be the time at 

which a beam with central momentum p0 injected tangent to the inflector 

re ina.inf:l on. the tangent circle. See Figure 8. 

inflector 

t > 0 t < 0 

x9 > 0 ~ 0 ~ < 0 

. Figure 8 

Thus x
9 = 0 for p0 = central momentum at t = 0. 
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Beam injected earlier will see a lower field since B > 0 and will 

' 
thus have equilibriwn or.bits of larger radii. BeUJn injected luter 

will have equilibrium orbits of smaller radii. It is immediately 

obvious (Figure 9) that we are not limited to the same pi for each t .• 
~ 

Po pi Po Po 
' I 
I I 
' 

I :. 

ti>to 
~<---ti 

Figure 9 

For each p., t. we have a distributuion in the (x,x') plane. The 
~ ~ 

distribution can, in principle, be oriented in any desired manner by a 

beam transpOrt system. In practice,· it will be near the inflector wall. 

Wecan thus map a short pulse at time ti into the (x,x',x
9

) space. See 

Figure 10. 

x' 

Figure 10 

When our distributions are properly normalized, a point in this space 

represents the fraction of the total beam in the short pulse that is at 

the given coordinates. We now use the previous accepted beam calculation 

to determine whether this beam is accepted or rejected. If it is accepted, 

;'"'· 
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we know its maximum betatron oscillation amplitude and we can use the 

pitch determined by B to translate this beam into the machine to a 

time t f which represents the rf turn on time. r . 

inflector 

Figure 11 

If the beam remains witpin the available radial aperture during this 

translation, this being determined by adding its betatron amplitude 

on to its equilibrium orbit radius, then we can accumulate this fTaction 

of beam at the point (&, xt?,) in the rf trapping plane. We do this over 

a discrete set of values in the (x, x 1 , x
9

) plane to obtain in the 

(:&r, xt3) plane a discrete distribution at time trf of the short pulse 

injected at time ti with central momentum Pi· 

We now repeat this process far a series of discrete pulses which 

represent a long pulse and thus construct in the (6r, xt3) plane the beam 

distribution of a pulse injected over a finite time. See Figure 12. 

Figure 12 

;~ 
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We can proceed to calculate the fraction of trapped beam, since for 

every point in the (L\r, x13 ) space,.we knw wha.t fraction of any beam 

that exists there is trapped. 

It is, of course, assumed here that the distributions are properly 

normalized to the total injected beam. These and other details pertaining 

to this calculation can be found in Volume II, Section 3.1. 
I 

1.4 Parameter Variation 

Corresponding to each of the basic calculations discussed above is 

a set of parameters that may be varied to determine what effect they have 

on the trapping of the ~nj.ected beam. We deal first with those connected 

with the accepted pulse (HINJ) calculations, then the accepted beam 

(INJECT)·' and finally the rf' trapping (PHASE). 

1. 4.1 Accepted pulse para.JUete;lrs • 

For the accepted pulse calculation, we have available to us the 

timing and the distributions. That is, we can adjust the time at which 

the pulse is injected (the start of injection) and the length of the pulse 

(the end of the injection). We can also vary the central momentum Pi 

as a function of time and the distribution around that momentum. Like-

wise, we can vary the orientation, shape and size of the x, x 1 phase 
i 

space distribution and, in principle, this distribution could be a 

function of time and ;nomentum.· 

The approach that was taken in calculations reported in [1] was to 

consider each pulse to have the same momentum and x, x 1 distribution and 

·to concentrate on the effects of timing (within physically obtainable 

limits) and to investigate the effects of the injected beam emittance, 

by using uniform and Gaussian distributions with different orientations, 

' ~·· / ' 

' 

i. 
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and the effects of momentum spread using Gaussian.distributions. 

1~4.2 Accepted laeam parameters 

The principal parameter avail~ble to us here is the magnetic field. 

Since the rf voltage is considered to.be off during these calculations, 

we have .no voltage parameters. The field rise B can be varied along with 

the field index values n = n{r). We can; also modify the field locally i 

i.e. i a field bump can be introduced. We1. of course, have the particle 

energy arid charge; they must, however, be compatible with those used in 

both PHASE and HINJ. · In general.', · we consider that we have chosen some · 

particle.a,nd some injection energy and wish to investigate the effect of 

other. parameters. We also assume here that the (x1 x', x
9

) space covers 

that ~eeded tor HINJ and that the physical aperture of the machine is not 

really a parameter in our sensee 

. 1. 4. 3 . rf trapping parameters . . 

For the rf trapping process, we deal essentially with the rf voltage 

charaoteristics. We can thus introduce frequency errors versus time and 

such things as voltage buildup versus time and rise time constants to 

determine their effect on the beam. other things such as reference particle 

energy,. aperture widths, average field index are more in the nature of 

problem constants. 

1.5 Sumzilary of Injection Calculations 

In orderto effectively ca:rry out these calculations, we establish 

all necessary problem constants such as particle energy, .machine dimensions, 

etc., choose a reasonable set of' values for the available parameters and 

proceed to run the programs. We must use INJECT to calculate an acceptance. 

arr.ay ~(l,c, x', x9) that establishes what beam is accepted as coasting beam. 
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We use PHASE to calculate a trapping array RF( 6r, ~) to find out what 

fraction of available beam is trapped by the rf. These arrays are saved 

and can be used in HINJ as long as thetr basic parameters are not aha.pged. 

We then use HINJ to calculate what fraction of the total beam survives the 

combined injection, rf trapping process. In short, we can obtain I the 

beam . intensity of the trapped beam as the number of particles of trapped 

beam per milliamp of inJected beam. I= I(a, b, c, ••• )is a function of 

all the problem parameters a, b, c, ••• and by systematically varying these 

parameters a profile of the injected beam can be constructed and an optimum 

choice of parameters can be made. Results of calculations of this type are 

presented in (1]. 

'! 
: 
i 
I 

i
"i 

., 

-~ i 

! 

~,.I 

! 
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2. PROGRAM INJECT 

This program is used primarily to determi rte whether injected particles 

are accepted or·rejected. It is an orbit tracing program so it can also be 

used to trace indiviciua1 particles in the bevatron. When determining the 

accepted beam, parameters are input that determine the machine characteristics, 

the particle injection energy, and the injection phase space. Particles in 

this phase space are traced through the machine turn-by-turn until they 

are either lost or accepted. Acceptances arrays A, N are generated and written 

out on disk for later use. The program is built so that it can handle many 

different. cases in any one run. The data input and program output for 

simple examples are described in the following sections. The general 

· manner in which INJECT solves the problem 'E.S given in Section 1. 2. A 

detailed description of the program is given in Volume 2 of this report. 

Iri Appendix B, Table I is a detailed table describing the data input to 

this program. 

The data saving program TWRITE can be considered as a "black box" 

:program. It is adequately described in [3 ]. We have, for convenience, given 

a description of its use and data input record. Effie ient use of the library 

·tape that HIN.;T uses to fetch its data records wt11 requi.re that "):.he actual 

reference be consulted. 

2.1 Data Input 

·INJECT which calculates the accepted beam arrays AA and NT is 

built in small modular sections. 
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program inject(input,out,tape 3, tape 4) 

begin 

Ll : ID := read; if ID= -1 then go to end; 

if ID= ... then 

begin do whatever the value of ID indicates; 

go to Ll 

end: end of program 

end 

The first and last values read are the value of ID. The allmrable 

values of ID are given in the data input table :Of Appendix B. All data is read 

from the file -input-. All program output is written on the file -out-. 

All stored arrays reside on file -tape 4-. Many values are preset in 

program data statements. The preset values are given in the data input 

table. All input is field free [2]. See>also;Apperidix C. 

All data values are, by convention, assumed to be real numbers unless 

explicitly typed as integer, a}so denoted by!.· 'rhe quantity IC is of type 

integer. 

If the generated acceptance arrays AA, NT are to be later used by 

program HINJ, then it is necessary that the grid used to generate them agree 

exactly with that used in HINJ. This means that in the IC = 4 section, we 

must have the values ,/ 

XXMJN 

XXMAX 

D:XX 

.025 [inch] 

·575 [inch~ 

.05 [inch] 

i 
I • 
~ 



J 

u t) d 

JCXPMIN 

XXPMAX 

DXXP 

XX9MIN 

:X:X9MAX 

DXX9 

HINJ 

date 

j 

'o,) ;.) 
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-.002875 [r] 

.002875 [r] 

.00025 [r] 

-G.5 [inch] 

18.5 [inch] 

1.0 [inch] 

72/0l/18 

where the program version of HINJ is indicated by the date. It is also 

necessary that the arrays be saved by executing an IC = 5 section after 

generation with an IC = 100 section. 

Generated arrays for as many cases as desired can be stored during 

any one run. Those that are saved will reside on file tape 4 as one file 

of data in standard data format suitable for input into program TWRITE 1, 

[3], which is used to append them to the library. They can then be later 

fetched from this library by program HINJ. 

If the preset values are used fo~ the program parameters, then very 

little data need be input to. generate the arrays. The preset values are 

for the LBL Bevatron and are taken from the report [1] for the 19.3 MeV 

injection case. 

Typical examples of data input are given in Appendix Al. The output 

generated by this program when generating full ( 12 X 21+ x 20) arrays is 

copious and it has proved convenient to route the file -out- to microfiche. 

2.2 Control Cards 

Two control card decks for running INJECT on the LBL CDC 7600 are shown 

in Tables I and II of Appendix Al . The cards shcrwn in Table I are sui table 
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for running an example such as Example 2 when all output is routed to the 

file output. A complete~run for generating and saving acceptance arrays 

for use in program HINJ is shown in Table II. The comments to the right 

of the control cards are self~explanatory. These control cards will no 

doubt be outdated as the LBL system changes. However, they serve as examples 

on how to go about executing the program. 

We shall guide the reader through that of Table II. 

After the job card and the routing information, we have three cards 

pertaining to· the fetching and updating of the program. The program INJECT 

is usually stored in the LBL data cell as a CDC UPDATE Library. It is 

fetched from the data cell and updated. If. there are no program modifications, 

the update data record is empty and this update serves to produce a source 

compile file. Presently, the source program now on IN is preprocessed by a 

program called BASTRIC to ensure that there are no blank lines. The RUN 

compiler does not like blank lines,; The source deck then resides on file Ct. 

The RUN compiler is called and then the object deck is on BINJECT and the 

compiler output on,COUT. The next three cards fetch the field free 
. i 

routines, compil~'tbem and place them on the user library file RULIB. 

The routines.fetched are source decks.usable on either the 7600 or 6600. 

; .' .. 

::·.: 

The program INJECT is now executed. All of its. program output goes 

onto file OUT, all of its card input is read from INPUI'. A source listing 

is appended to the output from the program. This is quite useful in that it 

identifies which versiod of input generated the output. This output is 

then routed to microfiche. All arrays to be saved reside on TAPE4. This 
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file is transferred to file DATA which is the default data input file to 

program TWRITEl. The file was cataloged to make sure it contained data 

in case of a later error exit. The program TWRITEl is fetched from the 

data cell, compiled, and the object deck resides in B'l.'Wl. The librarytape 

to which we wish to append the data is fetched as file LIIL The program 

TWRITEl is executed; appends the data records to file LIB and 

places an updated director on file DIREC. This new directory on file 

DIREC is merged with the data records on fiie LIB. The file LIB contains 

the new, updated, library which should be saved. This is saved on tape 9804. 

If the run looks O.K., this library will be copied from tape 9804 back onto 

tape 10308 which is the LBL tape we presently usedas the library. If the 

run is not O.K., appropriate corrections can be made and the job rerun. 

The data records are as indicated~ A data record for the "UPDATE program, 

a data record for INJECT, a data record for TWRITEl, and a data record for 

the TAPE program. 

2.3 Data Examples 

Data for some examples are given in Table III. The */text/* are comments 

that the input routines ignore. We shall guide the· reader through one 

example, Example 2. Te.bl:e I, Appendix Bl should als& be referred· to• 

The first number read is 2; thus, the IC = 2 section is executed. We 

wish to use the internally set values, so we read 0 values. Next IC ~ 3. 

We read one item which is TEMP(4) FALSE. We have thus set the variable 

FULOUT to FALSE. Then comes IC = 4 and we read in nine values that specify 

the grid (x, x 1 , x
9

) over which we wish to generate the AA, NT acceptance 

arrays. The IC = 6 section sets the kinetic energy to 19.3, skips the rest 

mass so it has its preset value, sets the field rise to 7.58 and the average 
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field index to .67. The arrays are then generated, IC = 100 and the 

generated arrays are save~IC = 5, on TAPE4 and also output on file OUT. 

Since only one generation case is depired, the program is shut off, IC = -1 . 
. , 

The output generate~ by such a Tiln is copious. A selected sample of 

output is given in 'l'~bl.e IV and<described below~ 

We have given in Table I of Appendix B a· description of the various 

data parameters for INJECT. Most of the parameters are preset and those 

values are indicated there. The preset values correspond to 19.3 MeV 

injected beam as described in [1 ]. Most of the data items are adequately 

described in Table I. . Remember, the program operates in a loop as 

indicated in Section 2.1. For each value of IC, there is a section in 

Table I and the program does what is indicated in that section. 

2.4 Description of INJECT Output 

Thi$ example is produced by the data set, Example 2, given in Table II, 

Appendix Al. We have here a case where a 19.3 MeV particle has been injected 

at an x
9 

equilibrium orbit radius of 8. 5". We have looked at all particles 

in the (x, x')•'Space for which .025 [inch] ~ x:;;; ·575 [inch], -2.875 [mr;] ~ 

x·' :~ '2. 875 [mr] and the mesh spacing is . 05 [inch] by . 25 [mr ]. We have 
\ 

'!J.Sed ·internally•.set ··.f±eil:d~:.ind~x·.,·values:•n· .= n( r )~ We have generated ~he· 

J10cepta.nne ~r:tay·.·elemtmtl:L'corresponding to the chosen grid points a.nd printed 

out the arrays AA(I, J, K) = AA(x, x', x
9

) and NT(I, J, K) = NT(x, x 1 , x
9

). 

We shall guide the reader through the selected output. 

The first line of output is a program output identification line used 

to lable microfiche or printed program output;··, The ID is the 

YY/DDjMM. HH.MM.SS. = 72/08/22. 17.03.35• 
I 

This appears in the array data lable, on the next page, and helps us locate 

; 

' ' / 
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the fiche that contains the output for a given generation run. 

The rest of the output on this first page is generated as we go 

through the various data input sections of INJECT. 
. . 

In general, it 

simply outputs the input value, or present values, that exist at the 

time the program passes through that data input section. It then 

verifies that the variables are actually set. For example, the field 

index values are listed, program variables such as the maximum number 

of allowable turns (here 30) the shrinkage factor of the equilibrium 

orbit, etc. The reader should refer to the data input table, Appendix B, 

to see what these quantities are. 

The next page contains in a readable format all the problem 

parameter values that were actually used in this generation of the 

acceptance arrays. The first section is called the full lable. It 

contains all the parameters and their values. The second section, the 

line of output called the short lable,is a summary of the pertinent 

quantities in the full lable. The array ID plus the first 15 items 

in the full lab~e are listed here. When the IC=5 section of inject 1 iS 

executed these two lables along with the two arrays AA, NT are saved 

on TAPE4· for future use. When the arrays are later used, for example 

in HINJ, these lables furnish the values of the parameters used to 

generate the arrays. The ID furnished as the first line of the full 

lable and the first two words of the short lable is used to fetch these 

arrays when they are later used. This is the ID that must be furnished 

to program HINJ. 
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The next few lines of data define some of the quantities appearirg 

in the lable. They also furnish the code values stored in the AA 

arraywhen the particle is not trapped as a coasting beam. Most of the 

items appearing in the long lable are self explanatory and perusal of 

the data input table for INJECT should help to identify these quantities. 

The code numbers stored in AA tell what happened to particles that 

were not accepted. The particles can be lost by going out of the defined 

field range at a large radius, -4, at a·small radius, -5, or it can 

hit the inflector wall, -3. Particles that we say have hit the south 

faraday cup will, in. reality, .not be stopped in that way in the machine 

since this is retracted under normal operating conditions. We thus 

record the hitting of tl:i~ south faraday cup; but track the particles 

further to determine if they will eventually collide with the inflector, 

-1, or go out of range, -3. 

The AA array contains either a positive number, the maximum beta-

turn amplitude, or one of these codes. ·The NT array tells when this 

happened. If the AA value is positive, the corresponding NT item tells 

when that particle will hit the south faraday cup. If the AA value is 

negative, then the NT array item tells on what turn the south faraday cup 

was hit (if it was hit) or on what turn the particl~ hit the inflector 

or went out of range. We shall describe these arrays in more detail 

shortly. 

We then have for each element in the (x, x' ,x.r) grid a line of 

output telling what happened to the particle. We have shown here only a 

few such lines. We have the turn number N~ the stating value of the 

particle XO, XP 0, X 90, the final condition of the particle (on turn 

NQ)· X, XP, the value of the array -:el.ements AA(IA,JA,KA) and 

• I 
.l~ 
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NT(IA,JA,KA), the indices of the elements that have these values IA, JA, 

KA; the particle radius RX, the equilibrium orbit radius, RO, the 

maximum displacement from the refe,rence arc ZMAX:, the current shrinkage 

per turn factor S2 that has been calculated by the program for radius 

RO. For example we note that the first particle in the grid hit the 

infl~ctor on turn 8, but the next eight particles were accepted. The 

turri number for accepted particles is the turn on which the program 

determined that there was no further possibility of colliding with the 

inflect-or • · 

The generated arrays are written out and we can by looking at them 

see what beam was accepted arid what beam rejected. We have shown here 

the x9 =.8.5 inch elements for the AA and NT arrays. The rest of the. 

array elements for this example are zero since this is the only value in 

the x
9 

grid. We have indicated on the output that the columns correspond 

to various x values for a given x'value and that the x value increases 

from left to right. The first item (upper left corner) corresponds to the 

point {x,x') = (.025 inch, -2.875 mr) and the last point (lower right 
-. 

corner) corresponds to (x,x 1
) = (.575 inch, 2.875 mr). The grid 

spacing is as indicated in the long lable. ~ x = . 050 inch, ~x 1 = . 25 mr. 

We have /outlined the accepted beam in both arrays. As an example we 

have that point (x,x 1
) = (IA,JA) = (1,2) = (.025 inch, 2.625 mr) is 

accepted, has a maximum betatron amplitude of 9.322 inch and will hit the 

south faraday cup or turn 274.861 = 274. All particles with large 

negative divergences that:hit,the.in:f.ector did so on turn 8, those with 

large positive divergences that hit the inflector did so on turn 5. 

The output from the generatbl: of a full (x,x 1 ,x ) grid is sub~ 
9 
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stantially the same as we have shown. There is a lot more· of it since 

each case generated goes through 12 l< 24· -x 20 = 5760 points. The generation 

of these arrays is the most time consuming part of our calculation. 

Full details on.how the program works can be found in Volume II of this 

report in the section devoted to IN.lliCT. 
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3. PROGRAM PHASE 

Phase can be used to calculate orbits in the ~r,l!J) phase where 

A:r is the O.isplacement of the particle equilibrium orbit from the 

reference orbi~ and ljJ iS the rf phase of the particle as measured 

from the reference particle phase. It can also calculate orbits in the 

(p, l!J) phase where p is the canonical momentum associated with ljJ • In this 

canonical space small displacements lead to nearly Gircular-orbits. The 

orbits that are calculated can be plotted on a Cal. Camp. plotter. This 

program also can be used to generated :tf trapping arrays and it can save 

those arrays for future use in prpgr~m,INJECT. The accepted beam can be 

plotted. A description of the necessary data input to accomplish this 

is given below. Examples are given in Appendix ft2. A general description 

of the PHASE calculation was given in section 1.1. 

3.1 Data Input 

The program operates in a loop of the following type. 

program phase l(tape 99,input,out,tape 4} 

begin 

Ll: ic: = read; if ic = -1 goto end; 

conunent do what ever is indicated in the section dealing with the 
value of ic; 

goto Ll; 

end: comment end of program 

end 

Table !I of Appendix B gives the allowable value of IC and the 

action that the program takes for that value. Most of the values cause 
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parameter data to be input. Most program parameters are preset in data 

statements to values suitable for the bevatron at 19.3 MeV injector 

energy. [1] The preset values are indicated. By convention all input 

numbers are real numbers unless specified as type integer which we indicate 

as i .. Note IC is of type integer. The first and last numbers read 

by PHASE are the value of IC. All data is input from file -input

using fieldfree routines described in [2]. See Appendix C., 

For example if our data for PHASE consists of the numbers 

2' 600.0' • 67' -1' 

then we have read in the values of IC as 2, 600.0'' for the reference 

radius and .67 for the field index- and then terminated execution by 

setting IC to -1. A rather short run! Below we describe a more reasonable 

example in detail. Note that if the parameters are not changed by 

reading them in, then the preset values will be. used. For example, if 

the input/output length unit of [inch] is suitable there is no need to 

execute the section with IC = 0. 

When generating ~f trapping arrays that are to be saved for future 

use in program HINJ, it is necessary that the grid over which this 
I I 

generation takes place be identical to the one used in HINJ. This means 

that in the IC = ll section we must have set the following values. 

HINJ date 72 01 18 

NCENT 21 line corresponding to the 
reference particle radius 

DDR 1.0 [inch] delta r grid spacing 

DABETA 1.0 [inch] X~ grid spacing 

,I 
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This will properly match the (20 X 30) grid of the generated trapping array 

DFl with the (20 x 30) accepted beam distribution array DF iri HINJ the 

version of which is indicated above. Th{s array is then saved on file-

tape 4- by executing an IC = 12 section. 

All generated rf trapping arrays that have been saved (rc = 12)will 

reside on tape 4 as one file of data records in standard data format 

suitable for input into program TWRITEl. All plots reside on tape 99. 

This file is an LBL Calcomp plot file. All program output will reside on 

file -out-. 

When generated rf trapping arrays (IC = 11), or just tracking 

phase plane orbits (IC = 100), it is desirable to print out intermediate 

steps. The output generated can at times be copious and routing the 

file out to microfiche may be desirable. 

Examples c:£ program data input can be found in Appendix A2, Table 
i 

III. An example of the output from phase is also presented in Appendix A2. 
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3.2 Control Cards 

Two control card decks for running PHASE on the LBL CDC 7600 are 

shown in Ta"Qle I and II of Appendix A2. The cards. in Table I are suitable 

for rUnning on the data given in examples 1 and 2 of Table III in that 

Appendix. The cards shoWn in Table II are suitable for a complete RF 

trapping array generation run where it is desired to generate the array, 

save it for future use on a library tape, and route all output of the run 

to microfiche. The comments listed beside the control cards are self

explanatory. 

For the simpler case given by the cards in Table I we basically 

proceeed as follows. We fetch from the IBM data cell the program w1ilich 

has beeri stored as a CDC UPDATE library. We update the source program. 

The output from this update is source code to be compiled. During the up

date the source program can be modified if that should be necessary. 

We compile the program PHASE. We fetch the integration routine ZAM 

and compile it. We then fetch the field free input routine. These routines 

are presently fetched as source decks set up for the CDC 6600/7600, 

hence the cumbersome fetching process. This may be modified in the 

near future. Since source decks are available, they could easily be 

incorporated into P~SE. We then execute PHASE on the given data set in 

the program data record. The output of such a run using the data of 

examples 1 and 2 of Table III is described in Section 3.4. 

The control card example of Table II is similar in structure to 

that of Table Lwhish·~we have just described. There are, however, a 

number of cards added that enable us to save the generated rf trapping 

arrays and to route the listable output to the microfiche. After executing 
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the program we copy the compiler listable output (source listings) onto 
I . . 

the file OUT. This file then contains all program generated output plus 

the source li~tings of the code that was executed and it is saved on 

microfiche. We then transfer the rf trapping arrays that were written 

on TAPE4 to the file DATA which is the default data input file for program 

'IWRITEl. Program TWRITEl is fetched from the data ceil and co~piled. 

The data library tape is fetched and written onto file LIB which is the 

default library file for program 'IWRITEl. Program 'IWRITEl is then 

executed and appends the data records to LIB and writes a new directory 

on DIREC. These two file ·are then merged to form a new library on file 

NLIB. This file which contains the old library 'plus the data generated 

by PHASE during this rUn is our new updated library and it is saved using 

the TAPE program. The system program KATALOG is used to dete1~ine how full 

the tape is and also to obtain check sums that could prove useful later 

in case of suspected tape failure. .Because of the manner in which the 

CDC 7600 stages tapes., a separate short job is later run to insure 

that the tape is readable. If it looks as if the process was executed 

successfully, then tape 9804 is copied back onto tape 1308 and the new 

library is .ready for using in program HINJ. Although this process 

looks a bit cumbersome and redundent, it has in practice worked well and 

the generated arrays are autom~tically stored with little chance of 

losing the ·.library. 

3.3 Data For Examples 

We give in Table III of Appendix A2 two simple illustrative examples. 

The reader should also refer to Table II,. Appendix B when following 

these examples. 
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Example l calculates and plots the separatrix orbit for the 

19.3 MeV injected particles. Since the internal data statements 

are set to values corresponding to the 19.3 MeV case, it is not necessary 

to ·input many of the parameters. 

The first 3 cards are comments as is anything written as 

*/text/*. The input routine ignores this. Referring to Table IV 

we see that IC = 0,2,3 sections are not executed; hence the present 

values are used. The reference radius is 600", the field index 

n is .67 and the energy is 19.3 MeV. The fourth card executes the 

IC = 4 section. We thus integrate from 0.0 to 17.0 with the internally 

set maximum step size of 4rrjlOO. This latter value because we skipped 

setting the step size by furnishing an empty field of. data. We next set 

the voltage rise time to 0 which in effect causes a constant rf voltage 

to be used. We then set the print interval to 25 causing every 25th 

maximum integration step to be.printed. Since our step size is 4rrjlOO 

and 21T is about one synchrotron oscillation we, are printing every l/2 

revolution. We then set 
1

the field rise to 7.·58 Kg/sec and the rf para-
I 

meters. to 25.5KV maximum double gap voltage with an effective length of 

137 inches. 

The next set of cards sets plot parameters, IC = 10. We turn on the 

plot and furnish three plot lable cards. We then furnish a list of plot 

parameter values starting with OPTION = 2 and ending with SCALE = 1.0. 
I 

These are explained in the IC = 10 section of table IT,. Appendix B. 

We then define the grid of initial values. over which the integration 

will take place. Each initial value corresponds to tracing one orbit. 

By using IC = 1 we have choosen to define these initial values, and to 

.. 
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print out t'he orbit results, in the (R,lJ.l) plane. We could have just as 

easily used IC = 9 to define and print these in the canonical space. 

We then execute the program integration section using the above 

set value of the parameters. This execution causes the orbits to be 

integrated over all our specified initial values and, since we have 

the plot option on, they will also be plotted. After this is dorie the 

program reads an IC = -1 and terminates. If this card were not present, 

them the data from Example 2 could be read and that example executed. 

This is actually what was done when obtaining the sample output described 

in the next section and presented in Table IV u:e Appeni:U:x A2. 

The second example generates an RF array and plots the points that 
. . . . ' ' ·- . 

were accepted. It is quite similar to the first example and we shall 

simply note some of the differences. We see that the time co~stant has 

been changed to 270:JJ$ in the IC = 5 section. Also the plot parameters 

have been changed. We have a FALSE for the value of JOIN since we do not 

want the pen down between plotted.points. We have furnished a value 45 

for SYMBOL since we wish to plot using crosses. We then execute the 

IC = 11 section to generate the rf trapping array. In this section the 

number of time constants is left unchanged, we have 36 phase axis intervals 

thus we use 10° increments, the 600" reference radius is placed on line 

28 of this rf array. The grid spacing is left at the present values of 

1" X l" but the chamber width is increased to 30". If it were desired 

to save this array on file TAPE4 for future use, we would next execute 

an IC = 12 section, but in this example we instead terminate execution 

with an IC = -1. It should be noted that since we moved the reference 

orbit radius in relation to the rf trapping array, we went from 21 to 28, 
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this array' is not suitable as input to program HINJ since that program 

assumes line 21 is 600". We could, however move the reference radius 

to 593" at the same time and then we have a suitable array for INJECT. 

In our example we simply wanted to move the array grid further out in 

radius so the 30 ~r values would sample farther out in radius. This is 

why the chamber width was increased to 30". 

Sample output from these two runs is given in Table N of Appendix 

A2 and described below. Further details on program calculations can be 

found in Volume II of this work in the section dealing with programs 

PHASE and HINJ. 

3.4 Description of PHASE Output 

We give here a description of selected portions of the results 

output from PHASE when run on the data presented in Table III. 

appears in Table IV of Appendix A2. 

The output 

If the reader will refer to the data of Example 1, Table III, he 

will see that the first page of output is merely th.e input data as 

it is encountered. Each section' of PHASE that reads data also writes out 

the values used in order that they may be verified as being correct. 

The definition of the quantities is as given in the appropriate section 

of Table IV. 

When the IC = 100 section is executed the program begins to integrate 

for orbits and this is indicated by issuing a message to this effect. 

At that time, the input parameter values that define the input data are 

printed. This lable ser~es to establish just what the values of the 

parameters were when the orbits were' integrated. .The first line is 

an ID that is used to lable this particular case. We next output the 

'i 

.j 
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charge, restmass, synchronous (reference) particle kinetic energy, main 

field rise, average field index, maximum double gap voltage, effective 

length, harmonic number, frequency error, time constant, reference 

' ' 

radius, integration grid, delta r grid, phase grid, canonical momentum 

grid, straight section length, plot option, and an ID which is used to 

identify the output. We see on the first page of Table liV that this appea:m 

as the first line of output and is used to identify the microfiche 

output. 

The next half page of output is printed while integrating for the 

orbits. Each orbit is defined by initial conditic~.a.nd,at.tlie start of 

the integration process a line is printed establishing the values of 

parameters that are calculated from the data and the initial values. Some 

of this is redundent .. When compared with the lable we see that we could 

eliminate some values; however, we choose to print it out again. 

This line of data contains the reference orbit radius, the average 

n value, the straight section length factor, themomentum compaction 

(some authors have 1/A), the time scaling factor which is also the frequeii! y 

of the small amplitude synchrotron oscillation, the double gap maximum 

voltage, the single gap maximum voltage, the energy gain per turn of the 

reference particle, the stable phase of the reference particle, the field 
I 

rise, 'the value of the Hamiltonian for the system (only when we have a 

constant voltage case, i.e., tc = 0}, Q'pr which is (dpjp)/(dr/r) = 1-n. 

After these initial values are printed, PHASE begins the orbit 

integration and prints out one line of data every 25 steps since we set 

the print interval to 25. The initial values are on line N = 0 and the 

final values appear as labled on the last line. We print here the line 
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count, integration variable, time, orbit displacement in inches, phase 

value. as measured from the stable phase, the canonical momentum, the 

maximum orbit excursion; the current kinetic energy of the reference particle, 

Y of the synchronous particle (Es/Eo), rotation freq.ency of the 

reference particle, AE/E the relative difference between the particle 

energy and the reference particle energy• tiP/P the relative momentum 

error, llw/w the relative frequency error (all these·. in percent), the 

change in the Hamiltonian (valid only for the constant voltage case), 

a measure of the correctness of assuming that the constant voltage 

Hamiltonian is correct, <itER= (dE/E)/(dr/r)," dwr,; (dw/w)/(dr/r). 

these last two quantities both are measured with respect to the 

synchronous particle. 

This output of initial values and current values is rep~ated ~or.every 

initial condition specified in the ~r, til.fl grid. 

In Example 2 we generated an rf trapping array~ The output 

from this generation is simila):' to that obtained frum the first example 

and we have not shown that part of the output. The trapping array was 

printed. When it is saved,a lable and the array values are printed. 

These are what we have shown. This lable serves to define the array 

data. The first line is an id which is used to fetch the array once it 

has been stored. We actually print and save two lables, the full lable and 

a one line lable consisting of the first part of the full lable. These 

lables and the array are later used by the program HINJ. 

The , trapping array contains the fraction of the beam trapped 

by the rf for a given initial value tir and a given .betatlt"on amplitude .x
6

• 

The print out starts wit
1

h the (1,1) element in the upper left hand 

'I 

A/ 
i 
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corner. In our case we see from 'the lable on the preceeding page that 
I , 

the minimum x
8 

is .5n and the grid 'size ln. Thus xS reads from left 

to right . 5, l. 5, ... , 19. 5". The .6r grid starts at 627" and has a grid 

spacing. of 1"·. The center line is at line 28 that is at 60011
• 

The orbits df example 1 are plotted as they are generated. This 

plot is shown in Figure l of Appendix A2. In Example 2 we plot the 

initial values of 'the particles 'that are trapped by the rf; · This plot is 

shown in Figure 2 of Appendix A2. Remember that for illustrative 

purposes the walls have been moved out to 30 inches. Ordinarily 20 inches 

is used and particles outside this are lost by hitting the outside wall. 

It is of some interest to compare the plot of the trapped particles 

with the :tn$,pping. array. At Ar = -2 inches one initial value is shown 

10 . 
astrapped. Thus out of 360° we have 360 = 2.8 percent of the beam trapped. 

The value is given in the bottom line of the rf trapping array and we 

see that it is trapped for all betaturn amplitudes .. 5 s x
13 

~ 19.5. A 

similar type of reasoning can be applied to the other points in the plot 

of the trapped beam to obtain a correspondence with the rf trapping 

array. 
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4. Program HINJ 

This program calculates the accepted pulse and the trapped pulse. 

It assumes that appropriate acceptance and rf trapping arrays have been 

generated by the programs INJECT and PHASE. It reads these arrays from 

a data library tape, it reads data that defines the beam distribution 

and the necessary parameters to define the beam pulse width, timing and the 

rf turn on ti:rr.e. It then calculates the beam that is accepted as coasting 

beam and that which is trapped by the rf. These results are printed 

out· in terms of particle. ac~epted per milliamp of injected beam and 

particle trapped per milliamp of injected beam. Many cases can be run 

on a single computer run thus allowing the user to obtain the behavior 

of the injection process as the parameters are systematically varied. 

4.1 Data Input 

The data input structure is best described in terms of a short 

Algol routine given below. The data input is formated. The data items 

are described and the formats are given in Table Ili of Appendix B. 

In that table are given the values of the lable~the variables 

read for that section of code, a descriptlon of what js read, the format 

that is to be used. The lable values correspond to those given below in 

the short schematic input program. In section 4.3 below we describe in 

detail the data input for a specific example. 

l 
"i 
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program hinj, (input,output,tape4,tape3); 

begin comment schematic input for program HINJ; 

11: AID:=read; call acpt; comment fetch acceptance array; 

12: RID:=read; call trap; comment fetch rf trapping array; 

13: comment set up the beam density :function; call _dinj; 

L4: comment define the pulse parameters; 

if DX > 0 then 

begin calculate the accepted pulse; go to 14 ~; 

print summary page 

if DX -1.0 go to 13; 

if lJX = --2.0 go to 11; 

if DX 3.0 go to 12; 

end: comment end of program 

end 

All data cards are read from file .:.input- . All program output 

is on file -output- S\.unmaries are on file -tape 3-. A data library 

in standard library format [3] is expected to be furnished on file 

-tape 4- . 

The program is rather easy to run. The ID values AID and RID are 

read so that the correct acceptance and rf trapping arrays ar~ fetched. 

A beam density function is calculated from given input parameters. The 

beam pulse position and width are specified along with an rf turn on time 

and then that particular case is executed. The process can be repeated 

as indicated above in the schematic data input listing. Summaries of the 

cases run are kept on tape 3; complete output from these cases resides 
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on file -output- . 

4.2 Contr0l Cards 

The control cards necessary for running HINJ are given in Table I 

and II of Appendix A3. These cards are for executing on the LBL CDC 7600. 

In Table I we illustrate a run in which all output is printed on line. 

In Table II is illustrated a case where only the surrunaries are printed on 

line while the general output is routed to microfiche. The comments to 

the right of the control cards are self-explanatory. We shall guide the 

reader through. the first example of Table I. 

The 'first three·· cards consist of a job card and two routing cards. 

We see that although HINJ is a relatively fast program it does take up 

some space, l34doo8, since it is necessary to store both acceptance 

arrays and the rf trapping array. Each acceptance array is l2 X 24 X 20 

and the rf trapping array is 20 X 30. 

We fetch the update library off of the IBM data cell. We then 

update the source deck, if necessary. Once updated it is compiled and 

the object deck resides on file BHINJ. The update program requires a 

data record. If no source modifications are necessary, this record may·be 

empty. In our example we actually have six data cards. The data state

ment changes from the present source version of 50 MeV to a 19.3 MeV 

injection energy. The microfiche lable and routing information has been 

changed to agree with the current user. The update routine is the CDC 

UPDATE program and a users manual [4] is available which describes the 

data structure for that program. File HINJ'l which we fetched from the 

data cell is an UPDATE library. 
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We next request our data library tape. This tape contains the 

acceptance and rf arrays that will be used by HINJ. The program object 

code is then loaded and executed. This requires a program data record. 

All generated output goes onto the standard output file. Upon completion 

of the run the summaries are appended to that file. 

The next three cards are error exit cards which give a core 

dump and insure that the summaries are transfered to the standard print 

file. 

The example given in Table II looks much the same. The significant 

change is that the program generated output has been sent to file -out- . 

Only the compiler listable output and the summaries have been sent to the 

standard print file. Upon completion of the run the program generated 

output has been routed to microfiche. 

The program data record has in it data that has been used to 

generate an example, selected parts of which appear in Table III of 

Appendix A3 .. Both the data record cards and the resultant output are 

described below. 

4.3 Data For Examples 

We give in the program data records on Tables I and II, Appendix A3 

data for a simple example. The output generated by that example is 

discussed in the next section. We shall guide the reader through this 

example by explaining each card. In this discussion reference will be 

made to Table III of Appendix B. 

The first two cards read are the AID andRID identification. 

These id lables which· are used· to fetch the acceptance·· and rf arrays 
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are explained in section Ll, 12 of Table III. The program reads these 

and automatically fetches the corresponding arrays. 

The next card .read is under the L3 section. These parameters 

define the momentum distribution. It is helpful here to refer to Figure 11 

of Section 1.3. As we indicated in the discussion of section 1, a 

momentum spread in the injected beam corresponds to a radical spread of' 

equilibrium orbits along the x9 axis. We assume this distribution to 

be Gaussian with a given standard deviation a which in our case was 
E 

input as SE = 3.0 [inch]. We have that given a energy spr·ead AT 

corresponding to half height at full maximum we can obtain Ar the 

corresponding radical spread from 

2 
A1' == ~ i!:.!!l 
Ar E r 

and the appropriate standard deviation from 

The details pertaining to these calculations can be found in Volume II 

of this work, section 3.1 where we discuss the program INJECT. 

We can also inject the beam with an injection energy that is a 

function of time. For each time slice, there are up to 30 of them, 

we can represent a shift in central momentum by shifting the central 

momentum along the ~ axis by so many inches. Thus we read in here 30 

values of NTIM the units of which are inche:>. 'n1e relation between A r 

and A '1'. is given above. In the example given. here there is no bias on 

the momentum position and thus all time slices have the same central 

momentum. 

'"I 

'I 
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The next card read establishes .the x,x' beam distribution. We 

assume in the program that the emittance of the injected beam can be 

adequately represented by an ellipse and that the distribution of the beam 

in this ellipse is Gaussian along the major and minor axis.·· 

To establish this beam distribution ellipse we furnish the center 

of the ellipse as measured from the inflector, and we supply the standard 

X' 

Yc 

inflector 

X c 
X 

deviations ~A= SA, ~B = S~ along the major and minor axis. These 

are measured in inches. The angle of rotation is also furnished. In 

our example the ellipse center is displace .18 [in] from the :lnflector, 

sits on the X' = 0 [mr] axis and is not rotated. The standard deviation 

along the A, here x, axis is .12 [in] and along the B, here x', axis 

is .80 [mr]. 
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Physically we know the half axis of an ellipse that contains 

some perceil.tage of the beam, say 9Cf'/o. If a, b represent these half axes, 

then we calculate the appropriate d d x' z 

.· 
= k(lJ 

X 

kO 
z 

from 

If some other percentage is used, then the factor 2.15 must be changed. 

In general if we are working with an ellipse the contour of which 

repr.esents d per cent of the central values, then we will have within 

this contour 100-d percent of the beam and we can obtain the factor k from 

-2 
= dxlO 

Further details of this calculation can be found in Volume II section 3.1. 

In our particular case, the d=lO% was used. Thus the values a,b obtained 

with k = 2.15 give an ellipse within which 90% of the beam is obtained. 

We have now arrived at the L4 section. Three items are read 

here and this section will be repeated Until the second item is less than 

or equal to zero. The action of the program for these latter values is 

given in Table III. 

We input here the start of the pulse XA, the length of the beam 

pulse DX, and the rf turn on time TF. In our example, the first case has 

a pulse that starts at -2 [in], i.e., outside the.inflector by 2 inches, 

and has a duration of 17 [in]. The rf is turned on at 14 [in]. We thus 

have a pulse that lasts right up until rf turn on time. Because of the 

manner in which the pulse is discrctized we have one more unit in our 

pulse than the time span. Or to put it another way, XA = 14, DX = 1, 

'· 
-1 

j· 

-! 
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XF = 14 gives a one inch pulse injected right at rf turn on time. Because 

of basic assumptions built into the program the rf should not be turned 

on inside the pulse. The example run here shows a pulse that is as long 

as it can be starting at ...:2 [inl. 

We should comment that the axis along which we measure the pulse 

is the x
9 

axis, Figure 11 Section l of this report. We consider x9 = 

0 = t ··to be at the inflector. This is a relative time scale and we have 

arbitrarily chosen the origin to be such that a particle injected at 

t = 0 has momentum such that the equilibrium orbit is tangent to the 

inflector; equivalently it has a zero-betatron ampilitude. ·For 

the example run, 19.3 MeV, 1 [in] = 27[lls]. For 50 MeV we have that 

l[in] = 44 [ps]. The precise value is not really needed since the program 

will furnish this number as output from a given run. Further details 

about this shrinkage per turn can be found in Volume II, Section 1. 

The-next six cases are examples of short pulses. In each case we 

have used 1 [in] pulses. These are the shortest available. The rf 

turn on time has been left at 14 [in] and we inject at -2, 4, 6, 10, 14 [in] 

to see what these short pulses do. These are essentially time slices of 

the long pulse. We could work with short pulses and construct results 

that tell what happens to a long pulse. It is usually easier to work with 
I 

various long pulses and let the program construct these results. However, 

I 

if the acceptance arrays are time dependent it is possible to use short 

pulses and obtain results. This is rather tedious ' anp if any amount of 

work were to be done the program should be modified to do it. 
I 

The last card indicates a pulse length of -10 [in].: Physically 

this is ridiculous. We see from Table III that this is s~mply a way of 

shutting off the program. Had we wished to use different acceptance 
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arrays we could have instead put -1.0. As we see from the previously 

discussed schematic data input program, Section 4.1, the section Ll 

through L4 are sequential. From L4 we can enter Ll, L2, L3 or repeat 

L4, but once we enter one of these sections all the remaining are executed. 

4.4 Description of Hinj Output 

The output that we describe was generated when HINJ was run on the 

data just previously discussed in Section 4.3 and which appears in the 

program data record of Table I. The output which is presented in Table III 

of Appendix A3 has been edited. The full output can be voluminous; all 

we need for our description is some representative excerpts. 

Upon execution Hinj prints out some array constants and some problem 

constants. The first four quantities are IM the number of points in the 

x grid, JM the number of points in the s' grid, KM the number of points in 

the x9 grid, NM the number of points in the momentum grid, KFMX the number 

of points in the x9 grid for the final beam distribution (i;e., the number 

of ~r grid points at rf turn on time), DMIN the minimum density. value 

(all densities .less than this are effecting zero), XMX the chamber width in 

inches. 

The first five values 12, 24, 20, 31, 30 are essentially array 

; ' 

sizes and inch limits and are not readily changed. 

We then have some problem constants. BDOT is the magnetic field 

rise rate which for this example is 7.58Kgjs. This effectively establishes 

the shrinkage per turn of the orbits. The factor FSPI converts to seconds 

per inch. We have that the second per inch of orbit shrinkage is 

FSPI/BDOT. The number given here as 204.66 is for an energy of 19.3 MeV 
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and a set of field index values corresponding to the bevatron. Since the 

shrinkage per turn, or pitch, of the orbit· depends on not only B but on 

the f'i eld index and the energy, thiG .t'aet.or furnished here in tht'! program 

is an average value that was determined by separately calculating this 

quantity for a number of values of r and then determining a suitable 

average value. 

The quantity PPMAS is the number of particles per milliamps per 

second. We assume a singly charged particle. The quantity SPI gives us 

ihe micro seconds per inch. This depends on FSPI and so is an average 

value. 

The last quantity PPMAI gives us the particles per milliamp per 

inch of injected beam. As we have previously noted it is convenient for 

us to measure the injected pulse in inches instead of microseconds. This 

constant allows us to find out how many particles are in the pulse. 

Whenever HINJ fetches an acceptance or .. trapping array it prints 

the lable that defines the parameters that generated that array. These 

labl,es were stored with the arrays when they were generated by programs 

INJECT and PHASE. These lables are described in the sections of this 

report dealing with those two programs. We shall not describe these 

lables again here. 

After the rf trapping array lable comes a print out of' the rf 

trapping array. This array is printed in such a manner that it immediately 

shows the accepted beam in the (..::ll- ,x
9

) space. The A:r axis is vertical 

with the machine center 600"' indicated by k.n asterisk. The larger 
I 

radii in l inch intervals proceed upward and the smaller values downward. 

The columns going from left to right are the associated betatron amplitude. 
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The first column is for .5 inch and the increment is l inch. The entries 

in this array show what percentage of the beam with these values of 

(Ar,xp) will be trapped. If we know the beam density distribution in 

this space at rf turn on time, then we need simply multiply those 

densities by these percentages to find out what beam survives the rf 

trapping process. This is of course what HINJ does for us. 

The next page of output pertains to the beam distributions. The 

parameters necess~ry to define this distribution were input in the L3 

section of the data input table previously discussed in section 4.3 The 

parameters that have been input are output here. The 9Cfl/o area is the 

x,x' phase spacearea that contains 90% of the beam as calculated l,lsing 

the Gaussian distributions. If our distributions have a real physical 

meaning they should show some agreement with an actual_emittance 

measurement. 

All of the distributions are normalized to unity. In HINJ integrals 

are approximated by simple Riemann sums. This has been satisfactory for 

the calculation so far performed. We, however, print out these normalization 

sums. to insure that our grid is not too coarse. If we take the standard 

deviations SA, SB or SE too small, this will in effect make the grid too 

large ·and our sums will not be correct. Similarly if the deviations are 

too large the beam will be outside the grid limits. The values used here 

have given satisfactory results and correspond to reasonable approximations 

to the bevatron 19.3 MeV injected beam. 

Following these normalization sums is a line of calculated values. 

S and Care the Sin(~) and Cos($) of the x,x' phase space rotation angle. 

EMORM and ABMORM are the normalization factors used in the Gaussian 
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energy and x,x' space distributions. Remember that these integrals have 
. I 

been replaced by .Riemann ~p.ms ;:tnd the grid spacing appears in the 

normalization factor. F1.1rther detail regarding this normalization can be 

found in Volume II, Section 4.1 of this report. PE, PA, PB are the 

exponent constant factors i'n the energy, (x,x') distribution. 'l'hey 

are 1 where a is the appropriate standard deviation. 
2a2 

The final quantity FDT is a factor used to normalize the beam 

distribution function to unit beam in the acceptance grid. Jlf we should, 

for example, run cases where half of the injected beam landed outside 

the accept9:nce grid, then FDT would be 2 We haven't used this feature 

in this run. We see from PRISM =; • 934237 that most of our beam is within 

the grid. Presently use of this feature requires a set of update cards 

to modify the source code. 

The next page of output shows us the energy, (x,x') distributions. 

There are 31 values of the energy distribution and these are printed out 

starting at +~ with the central momentum p located at the 16th value. 
p 

The x,x' distribution lies in a grid that is identi'cal to that used by 

INJECT to generate the acceptance arrays. Given a point (x,x') in that 

grid,INJECT tells HINJ whether or not that point was accepted. If it was 

accepted then the (x,x') beam distribution at that point tells how much 

beam was accepted. This grid is, then, only defined as a space of points; 

what points they are is defined by the INJECT run. In our particular 

example we have that 

X= .025, .575(.05) [inch] 

x' = -2.875, 2.875(2.5)[mr] 
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These values can be found in the acceptance array lable which is printed 

when HINJ fetches these arrays using an AID card. 

The next three pages are output generated by injecting a particular 

pulse of beam with given timing conditions. We have here a pulse 

extending from -2 inches for a length of 17 inches. The'rf voltage_is 

turn on at 14 inches. This is the maximum pulse that can be calculated 

correctly since we inject up until the rf turn on time. 

17" 

-2" 

As we have noted earlier, the one inch descrepency between the pulse 

length and the rf turn on time is because of the way the program 

discretizes the pulse. The quantities of LA, LM, LB, LF are the 

internal index values used by the program for this pulse. 

At rf turn on time, tf = 14", HINJ calculates the fraction of -. i 

the total beam accepted. This is printed as DTOT. In this case 71% of the 

beam injected was accepted at rf turn on time.· This means that we have 

circulating in the machine at rf turn on time 71% of all the beam injected 
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in this ~7 inch pulse. 

The next quantity, DTUN·, is an intermediate quantity. If we know 

the factor (PPMAI) particles per milliamp per inch of injected beam, then 

the length of the pulse times this gives us the particles per milliamp 

of injected beam and then we need to multiply by DTOT to obtain the particles 

accepted per milliamp of injected beam. (PAC). Thus PAC= PPMAI X DTUN. 

The factor PPMAI is ·furnished by HINJ on the first page of output. 

We next obtain two lines of output that tell us which pulse time 

slices contribute to the accepted beam. For each 1 inch time slice from 

-2 inches to ,1.4 inches we print the fraction of the total beam in 

that.pulse that was accepted. If each pulse contributed 5CP/o of its 

beam to the total accepted beam, then our total accepted intensity would 

be 50% of the total pulse. We see that in the example the pulse at -2 

inch contributes only 18% of its total beam while the one at 12 irrches 

contributes 91%. of its beam. Thus if we could compress the whole pulse and 

inject it at 12 inches we would have a higher accepted beam. This is, 

of course unrealistic; however, we see that extending the pulse to less 

than -2 inches will contribute little beam. 

The next few lines give the signal that would appear on a faraday 

cup located in the south straight section if we were to monitor the beam 

as it is injected and not turn on the rf but instead simply let the beam 

spiral in as the main field rises. The first value is -2 inches and the 

intervals are in 1 inch (27 fJ. sec). This calculated signal could be 

compared with an oscilliscope pick up of the south faraday cup signal. 

On the next page we give the beam distribution at rf turn on time, 

tf 14 inches in this example. The grid is identical to the rf trapping 
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array grid previously discussed. The beam distribution is normalized to l, 

hence the numbers printed here are in tenths of a percent. It tells us 

what percent of the total beam is accepted at each point in the (~r,x9 ) 

grid. For example, the line with the aserisk corresponds to a particle 

whose equilibrium orbit radius is 600 inches and we see that only.lli 

of the injected beam had this equilibrium orbit radius and a betatron 

amplitude of 3.5 inches at rf turn on time while .54% of the injected 

beam had an equilibrium orbit radius of 603 inches and a betatron amplitude 

of 9.5 inches at rf turn on time. The sum of all these accepted fr..actions 

should give us the total fnaction of the beam accepted DTOT which is 71% 

in this case. It should be noted that the rf trapping process will be 

I calculated by multiplying this array times the rf trapping array discussed 

above. . Thus placing the outline of the accepted beam on top of the rf 

trapping array will show us in a qualitative manner how we must adjust 

the pulse timing to effect the best coupling of the accepted beam and 

trapping arrays. 

The line below the accepted beam array is a one line summary of the 

INJECT parameters used to generated the acceptance arrays A,N used in 

calculating this accepted beam distribution. The values here are taken 

from the array lable shown previously. The next three lines are summaries 

of the HINJ beam distribution parameters; these were described above. 

Then we have the pulse timing. We see here the actual time in micro-

seconds corresponding to the pulse $pecified in inches. The start of the 

pulse is at -54 fJ. sec and the pulse lasts for. 459 f.!. sec. The rf is turned 
,i~ .. 

on at 405~ seconds. Our time origin is not absolute since we are unable 

to measure the main field of the bevatron to sufficient accuracy to 
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obtain a precise absolute reference. However, the results can always be 

translated in time and the curve shapes obtained should be correct. 

We see that for· this pulse 7F/a of the total pulse was accepted and 

that this corresponds to 2.03 X 1012 particles per milliamp of injected 
. ·. 

beam. The last line is an output id that al.lows us to find the program 

output should that be necessary. It consists of the .data and the time of 

the run. This is used to lable the microfiche output. 

The next page of output looks quite similar to the one we have just 

described. It is, however, for the trapped beam. The distribution given 

here is taken at time tf = 14", the rf turn on time. But it shows us 

what beam is trapped by the rf after full voltage has been obtained. ; It 

is the distribution of the beam that will be trapped when the rf turns 

on. .The calculation, of the beam distribution after the trapping process 

takes place is tedious and time consuming and we have not attempted to do 

that. 

There is a new summary line added here, it is the lable summary 

of the parameters generating the rf trapping array that was used to 

obtain this trapped density distribution. This rf trapping lable is 

fetched along with the rf trapping array and was described above. 

We see that although 71% of the beam is accepted as coasting beam 

only 35% is trapped, the rest having been lost during the rf trapping 

process. 

In order to demonstrate how the program works on short pulses we 

look at 1 inch pulses injected at -2, 4, 6, 10, 14 inches. These are 

effectively slices of the original long pulse. The output pages, 

three per pulse, are the same as just described. We show one such 
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case here corresponding to -2 inches. Note, however, that the normaliz-

ation is to unit injected beam, so the numbers look different than 

before. However, the value DTOT will be the same as in the long pulse 

for each individual l inch pulse. This working w,ith short. pulse can ! 
•! 

sometime be useful since any long pulse is an accumulation of short 

pulses. For example, this is one way that a time dependent acceptance 

array can be handled. The example we have given here is one of the 

optimum 19.3 MeV cases. 

.~ 
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5 . Program 'lWRITE 1 

This program is used to save the generated arrays that the programs 

INJECT and PHASE write on file tape 4. For our purposes it will be 

considered to be a black box data saving program. We have 

program twrite !(lib, data, direc, input, output); 

comment The data records on file -data- are appended 

to file -lib- . The updated directorY resides on file 

-direc- It is assumed that files lib and data are 

in standard library and data format respectively. [3]. 

A new library ~ape ~s made by merging the file direc 

with the data records on file lib. This can be done 

using a COPY routine. The exact manner in which this 

is to be done is printed when twritel is executed. 

Output is written on file -output- . Input is read 

from file -input-. The data on file input is in field 

free format [2], Appendix C of this report. 

For our purposes we have that file tape 4 as output from programs 

INJECT and PHASE is to be used as the file -data- when saving the generated 

arrays. We assume that the library tape is given and th~t tape is used 

as file -lib..,. The actual use of this program is.illustrated in Appendix 

A.l and A.2, Tables II. 

In these examples the generated arrays are saved on anew library 

tape on the same run that generated them. This is not necessary. The 

file~ape 4- on these INJECT, PHASE runs could be saved and a separate 
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run could be m13-de later to append to the library using TWRITE1. This 

latter method has the advantage of allowing us to delete some of the 

cases on a multiple case run should be have accidentally generated unwanted 

cases, i.e., incorrect input data, etc. 

The data input to program TWRITEl that appears on file input is 

illustrated in these examples. It consists of the tape number of the 

library tape upon which the updated library will reside. The output 

from TWRITEl consists of information pertaining to the new library. A 

tape and directory summary are printed. A summary of the data records 

appended is given. A summary of the new library is given. This output 

is described and iliustrated in [3]. We shall not describe these here. 

For our present purposes we simply note that all the ID's necessary to 

fetch the data arrays back off of the tape are furnished by TWRI'I'El when 

the tape is updated. 
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Appendix A Sample Control Cards/Input/Output 

We present in Appendix A some sample control card packages to run 

on the LBL 7600, some data examples and selected output from these 

examples. Appendix A is subdivided into Al INJECT, A2 PHASE, A3 HINJ. 

The tables presented here are described in the corresponding program 

sections. 
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Al Program INJECT 

.. 
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:AlrrXT-·-·---

_________ ___,I=NJE~§_oo __ GQN'rRQLe&tJ)_L_ ___ -"----------"-----

LNJECT,l2,JG( ,7u000.4905Cl,CLDSE JOB CARD 
~16(Y': . 

--·--F=L ooirr.Jl -----·-------.------'--.:__ _ __: __ __: ___ _ 
. LIBCCPY(ERCBEV,LIB,INJECT3) FETCH INJECT UPDATE LIBRARY 

----UP iYA T t: t P~ CI rl ···;c-:·nr;--f:-r·----·-----u POATE--H.JJEtr----·--------··---·-·--
LIBCDPVlERCLlB,3ASTRIC,BASTRIC) FETCH BASTRIC SOURCE DECK 

--....-:k-;-;UffCS,, ,dAST~ IC,NULL,,.\STRIC,ltJCCJt;) CUI-1PILE BASTIUC 
LINK{F=ASTRIC,B=XEQl) LOAD BASTRIC OBJECT COOt 

---·x EQ 1-( l N·;·Cll _________ --·--- E XECOrtHAS.T Krc·;--ern~TNTrAE-s-BrANKLfNFS 
RUN($,,,Cl,,SINJECT,3:rrr1) COMPILE INJECT SOURCE CODE 

----R E f"UR N t L (d ;8-ASfRTt--;ifs TRT"t-~XE aT;cT-;-n~T-·----~rETE-A·sr-FT[ E-S------··-·--
LIBCOPVCERCLIB,IO/BR,/R,SIN,SFORIOl FETCH FIELD FREE ROUTINES 1 

---,R"'""'Uc-71N.-r-T$-;T~TiJ , t$ = 0 li B , 0- NUlL J 2 
LIDGEN(F=ULIB,P=RUllB) 3 

-- -·L(fAcL· ( tfl tJJ EC(~··RDITBT-·------. -CiTA-017\i:JTCT ___ ANb--F]ELDFR E EOB J ECTCITor----.,.--
EXECUTE. EXECUTE PROGRAM INJECT 

--·--- t dPv Cdu T/ R iJK ~ tWfPUfT _________ itifJ.&:c-r···out?-Ur··-···r·s --PLAt ED--ON--OUTi'Ul··--·--·-------·-
EXIT. ERRQR EXIT 

---o;.;tq 'fT''4) ~ ) 
COPV(UUT/RBR,OUTPUTl 

---·--··it:l"<i····-·······--··-·-···--·--·------------------=-u-:-=:::Pt:rAlE-OATA ___ Jft:tTfR=o-------------= 
789 INJECT DATA RECORD -----6Jifcj___ END OFJlJB ______________ __: __ 

-·-----·------·--------·-···----

·----------·-·····-··-----····--·--·--··-·-·---·-



-60- LBL-727 
-------------TABLE-·II-··-·-··-···----------------------

. INJEc-1' 7600 CONTROL CARDS 
-------------------~~~~ -------------~---

INJECT,l,llCD,7000C.4905Cl,CLOS~ , 
*76~j ---f:'loorrf3_l" ____ ---

J08 CARD 

LIBCOPYtERcaev,Lid,INJECT3) FETCH PROGRAM UPDATE LIB~ARY ---··uPoAre·c 1,; L r d·-··;c;;Ii\i~--t=T------·-ur>uA-te--fikob-R"Arr·-~ F-N'EtE:ssA"ifv 
LIBCOPY(E~CLIB,dASTRIC,BASTRIC) FETCH dASTRIC SOURCE 

-RUNTs--;-;-;-aA-ST R I C, I~UL L , AS T R I C t lf C: 0 J t ) COMPILE BAS T,.-;:::R-::1-:::C-----..----------
LlNKlF=ASTKIC,d=XEQl) LOAD OBJECT DECK OF BASTRIC 

---·.xe-Qi ( It~·;·c i l ... ···-------~----------. ----E-XE-CTifE·--fiA st't~Tc·~--·c}tANGES6I'ift~KL1 NESTO--COL -1--*------
RUN ( S, , ,C l ,COUT , B H JECT ,3!')C'OCO) COMPILE INJECT 
. COP 'vs B F ( c n u r, a·ui"PUT j -···---·----- -·-c6MPTLE R L.TsiTNG····aN ___ OUTPUT 
RETURN(Lld,BASTRIC,ASTRIC,XEQl,Cl,IN) R~LEASE FILES 

--LIBCCfPvTrRCLIB,IUidR,/R,SIN,SFORIO) FETCH FIELD FREE ROUTINES 
RUN lS, l=.IO,d=UL13,0=NULL) 

----. L I~ GEt-ft·F:;;JLfii;·r>:-ROCIIfi ___ _ 
LOAOL(81~JECT,RUL18) LOAD INJECT-AND FIELD FREE ROUTINES 

1 
2 
3 

----Ex F. cuTE~---....... ---·--·------------- ExE·c lJ'fE-TI•.fJE.tT----------;-· -------· 
COPY(CC\.JT/RB,OUT/BR) APPEND COMPILER LISTING TO INJECT OUTPUT ;' 
01 SPtJSE f(Tur'-=7-:r-I-;::F-:-)-------":"'~-:-A-:-:V':::"F..--:::-O~U,...TP:o:-U:-":"T;".-O=N-M:7I~C;.-R~-U;--;-:F;::-1.-:C:::-:H-:-:E:::---------------

REW IND (TAP E4) INJEC.T ACC§!TA~CE ___ ~~RA_!S_!HA!_ WE~_E_S_A_V __ E_O _________ , 
----·I( AT. Al.OG (-TAPE-4-·;N;;;Ty---:-· 

COPY(TAPE4/R8U,DATA/RBR) TRANSFER TO FILE DATA 
-----._-1 atoPY (E.;{ tCJ:.tf;''fwT~--fwR'Tf'FI-) --;:-e-rc·l:rr-~RTT.ET-solTifc·E,..----------------

RFL ( 7f1'1G-~i) 
RUN ( S ,-'-,-,-;.T:-:'-W:-::l-,~G--:--,U:-:;T:-::::P~U:-:;T:-,-::-:B-=T~W~l-,-=-1-:-C:-=o-=c~·C~()-:-J-----;:-C~O":":"M'='PTI -:-L~E .......,.TW:-:-R~l T~E="l=--------------;: 

RETURN(TIH,BINJECT,NULL) • RELEASE FILES 
--RE .. QUES'T.(LI a;Hr;·;;(;·irl·--·yc~j('fa-·El{c·xxx--:----- --FE-ltHL.TilffAR Vf APE to SAVE ARRAYS----·-: 

ON FILE DATA i 
---~~-:g~r~·:wr;RUCf8J-- ~ ~:g u~~R i-~rrr-~-~~--;~-~-~-o~!-~~~-~~-~-o-t_I_B _______ T 

COPY(Lil3/fH3,2'JlR,NULL RBRl SKIP DIRECTDRY ON rlE LIBARAY. AP 
COPY(DIREC/KHRtlFM,LIB/BRtlF,NULL,lF,NLIB/ROR) SAVE NEW LIBRARY ON NllB 

----KATAl.:-iJGlN·cnr~·Ji .. f:Tr-·--
TAPElNLIB,HI,X,W) 98C4 ERCBEA 

EXIT. 
-oM-PTI·::·-:J ·: ,x. r 

COPY(COUT/R3,0UT/RB,OUTPUT) 
···--~~~ .. ····--· ... -------- -----------

789 

,: 

WRITE NLIB ONTO A TAPE. THIS IS !' 
TRt-NE W LIBR ARYCIDnAINT.~fG-THE--A-RKAYS"--: 

ERROR EX I T i; 

COMPILER LISTING TO OUTPUT 
Ul>-OA-TttiATA--CARDS-iUUPL>A.TFTNJTC,.
INJECT DATA RECORD 

i' . ,., 
·------ ... -, 

'I 
j• 789 

7u<r-·-··-·····----·-- ---·-----rwlrrr-E·-·rrAt_A ____ ire-cmrrj -------------- ... t 
1C3-:'a, 

-tt39 
*WRITE 

--·-·*wEOF=. --- . 

*REWIND 
--*UNLOAD -----------

6789 

*' TAPE NUM~ER OF LIBRARY TAPE/* 
TAPE PACKET CATA RECORD 

END OF JOB C.ARO 

----------------------------

' 

J 
1' 

-----------------.---------. 

---·· ··----
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-61- LBJ.,-727 . 
-----------~----.,..----:-----:---"--fiiAB~--rrr···------'-:--·---·---+---------:-'---'-

·----'--------.,..-·-----:----Il'lJEaJ; .... DATA.EXAMPLEs ___ ----------:-------,-----

*I EX-M1PLE 1/* 
*I PROGRAM DATA 19.3(MEVl I* 

---.l:z·;·---NTN;Tr-;-trfrF;f:l-;-ND"Mr;--FTETD INDEX. VALUES/* 

_· ______ ?_!!_7,____ ____ _ __ _ --------···"'--~------··---..:.~--------· .. ___ ---------~· c~ I ...J.~Z.o.'"~' .;/~A~~-~ .. :~E~_£?_!_~-----
1,.958,2,.765,3,.753,4,.782,5,.743~6,.743•7,~73~,a,.761,9,.733, 
1Cr .734,11,.73lrl2,~751,13,.785,l4r•b~9,15t•773rl6,.777,17rl•397t 

.....--~*7/3, VART:-faLE PARAH~TEF\SARE SELECfTVFL'('!NPtJt * 
3, l,4,FALSE 

------*74~--)01 IN, x~l"Ax,Tfx ~--Xj:>::1n~-;-xP}fAX; oP·x~-X9M·n;,r;-x9M~fx-;1:fi<Ci7* ____ _ 
4 1 *I SET UP GRID FOK USE IN PROGRAM HINJ/* 

---·--c;·. o -~Er;·:-sYs·;-~{ s·;- ------=~r.-:';i~Ys·;-~ ;)(',za-is·;: i~YCi s ~-- ·=-:s·r;-i a~ 5 , 1. ::' , 
*I 6 1 KI~ETIC ENERGY(MEV), REST MASS(MEV), DBDTlKb/SEC), FIELD INDEX 

(AVeRAGE VALUE)/* 
6, 19.3,~7.58,.67, .. *F REST MASS NOT CHANGED/* 

---.7-·Ir;j-;-f:Kt:cUiE--P-RtfBl e·M;""--GE N ERATE·--A-Ct_E.P"TA-fi-CE_,---A·P .. RAYSI* 
10n~ . . -----··-.:r· .s;----~R:rrE--A A -·-,rN"o-r\J-r·-·a"Fr-rA?t:-,-·s"Av-e:1r·--,:-aR···-r-:utuRe ·us-E·--n:j·--HTNJ7* ___ _ 
5, 
*I NEW CASE CN SAM~ RUN/* 
*I 2, NUM,(I,Nll)~l=l,NUM), FIELD INDEX VALUES/* ---t;n-;·----------------*T.T1·---N-VALUES-TNPUTI* ___________ _;__ _______ _ 

1,.778,2,.625;~~.613,4,.642,~,.6~3,6,.6C3,7,.590rdr•621,9r•593, 
---1-o;-.:594-;II -~-;-s9r;-rz~;-~·z;rz;r3-;-;-6-4·s-~-p.-;~·6·6·c;·;Ts·;~-z;3-:r;-r·6-;-;;6·37;rr;-;9-97t-----,---

.tc~,s, *I GENERATE A~RAVS AND.SAVE ON TAPE/* 
•I 1 STOP PROGRAM * 
-1, 

-----"---------,---

*I EXAMPLE 2/* 
*I PROGRA.~~~u~-TA•f~A~lA9-.~3'(~~~~E~V~l-,t~*--------------~--------------~------------------

*/2r NUM,(I,N(IJ,I=l,NUM)/* 
2 , () , ·---·----.o:-/us"E!NTFJH~AliY---cs"ET'tTEITf!-1\IDE X VAL IJES 7* 
*13, VARIABLE PARAMETERS/* 

----3;-Tt4·;-F'ALS·E·-----*T-on···N-lJT ___ W'AN.I-F{JCllJU11SUTT*' _________ __:__~----
*/4, XMIN,XMAX,DX,XPMIN,XPMAX,DPX,X9MINrX9MAX,DX9/* 

---4, *I SET UP X , X 1-''K I f.fE , :< q GR I 0 F DR USE IN P IUTG"bX·,:rr~_,H,.....I....,N:-rJ-r/r.*r:------------
0.~25,.575,.05, -.C02875,.~C2875,.~0~25, a.s,a.s,l.o, 

--------*/-6,--KINE.TfC--E"NERGYlMEVr;·RFST -MASSH·Y'EV"l_t_FT'ELD 'RlSECKGTSEC·r, 
. ' FIELD INDEX l AVERAGE VALUE J /*- 1 

----6-,----r9-~""3·;··;7~-sg;-;67·;··-------~-*7---sKTP--TNTFRNA[[Y---SET-V:i\TllE"""TIF RESIRAS-sTr-
*1 100, EXECUTE PROBLEM, GENERATE ACCEPTANCE ARRAYS/* 

' • ... ' 
*I 5, W~ITE AA ANO NT ON TAPE/*. 

-~-5~ ------------
-1 *I STOP PROGRAM/* 

----- ··--- ·- ·----------------···---···-------------·-·--·--------------------

------·--·--··--'----------

-------------------
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*I EXA~PLE 3/* 
*I PRCGRA~ DATA FOR l9.3(MEV) INHECTION CASE/* · 
2, (, *I USE INTERNAL FIELD INLJEX VALUES/* 

LBL-727 

-.T-TRAC_E_(H~[v·-·aNE_P_Aifl'TC.Te···stAf:ftl NG --AT·x;;·I~or1NCHT,XPRIME=C .c: t RADi, 
X<;= 19.5 ( Ii~CtO/* . 

-~;-,- -1. c, -T~T-;I-. 'J ;- ----~~;-:r,' .f\, 1. t•, 1.9. 5, 19 ~5 ,-:::1:-.-::1):.-,'---7'------------_..;_-- : 
.. ! 

*I FIELD kiSE SET TO ZERO,I.E. A CONSTANT FIELD/* 
6 ' 1 9 • 3 ' ' .. , • :·_ ' • 6 7 • 
*I SET V~RIAbLE INPUT PARAMETERS, 3 ITEMS ARE CHANGEU, THE MAXIMUM 

------- ~.fiJ~ffiER .. ti ,:· fUR Ns···· Is ··1 t i)~;···-tHt -t~U MtfEfC'bF ----5-'tEP s79S--tH:t:-- Is--a;·--· ------~-

SUPRESS FULL CNTPUT. THEtJ EXECUTE THE PROBLEM, I.E •. TRACE 
-THE--CRB-It-·sTARfTi\ic--At ___ fHE--P·asfiTcN--stt·--A-BOVE--wTfH-Ic·;;-47_* ____ _ 

3, 3, lrlOl , 3,8, 4rFALSE, lCC, 
5r *I ~~_RfTE THE OUTPUT ARRAYS ON TAPE 4/* 
*I IF YOU LOOK ~T THESE ~RR~ ELEMENTS, ONLY ONE ITEM IS GENERATED FOR 

-------------- ·eAcif-AifR A y-~---- t ~fE-SE--Irtff:--sfiTRE o·-rfJ--jfATT;T;T)AN i:Y-~N'fTf;-r;-i);---t H 1.-:s=--:...---
ARRAY CAN NOT BE USED IN PKOGRAM HlNJ/* 

-~i-, -----*7--s-ttiJi--tH_E _____ Pi<-ti"GRA·i~I*------------------------------

-*l_E_X_AM PCE--47*--

*1 PROGRAM DATA 50.0(MEVJ I* 
* /2; -----NUM~ --t·r;-NT!T-;T:r,-r~Ut·f~-----sEfr-t-fe F I E LD"i t~ DE X VALUES I* 
2, C, *l USE THE INTERNALLY SET VALUES/* 
*/3, VARIABLE PAkAHETEMS/* 
3 , 2 , 1 , 1 C n , 4 , FA L S E , • *I · 5 ,1 M f V N E E 0 S AROUND H'; !1 TURNS T 0 8 E SURE 

---------------------------------------------·--nrAr--·rm:·--rNFiltrtHf rs·-cn:-,r,rE:o7* __________ _;__...;.. 
*/4, XMINrXMAXrDX,XPr-tiN,XPMAX-,DPX,X<HHN,X9'1AX,0)(9/* , ! • 

-4·;------------------.,-·ser·ap··ACCE-PtA.NCE---ARRA'{-·GfflD-FIJif-'USE--Icr;r·PROGlf4M---fn-·NJl*-
o • ·1 2 5 , • 5 75 , • f 5 , - • r: t 2 iJ 7 5 , • i'i C 2 B 7 5 , • r:q": C· 2 5 , - • 50 , 18 • 5 , 1. r~ , 
6, 51 1 • J , -;--r;·5 8 , • o 1 , * 7 6 , K E l MEV l , M t U·1 EVT;""o B Dill<Grs"t.,_..,~..,:;...,..,....;...,_,..,.,._----------1 
*I 100, EXECUTE PROBLEM/* 
~. - -------------~------------~------------~~---------*' s, W~ITE AA AND NT ON TAPE/* -5;------------- ------------------------------,-,-------
*' -1 STOP PROGRAM/* 
-1, 

I' 
------------------------------------------------------~~' 

i• 

! : 

-----------~--------------------~-----------------------------------

------------------------------ . -------------"---------

--------------------------- ! ' 

___ ;: 



T 72/08/22. 17.03.35.INJECT,CLOSE,FLOORC3J 
N VALUES 

.e6a 

.663 
1.197 

.695 

.£>&It 
.683. 
• &61 

.712 

.682 
.673 
.715 

.&73 

.739 
.6&0 
.703 

_.691 
.707 

NQ,S~CINCHI ,KZ,FULOUT,ORIFTLCINCHI,R9CINCHI,D9CINCHJ 1 ROHI~CINCtiJ ,SCUPCINCHI 
39 .o75 8 F 12o.ooo 619.375 .o~o 575.375 583.2&5 

XHIN,XHAX,OX~ .025 .575 o050 
XPHIN 1 XPHAX,XP: -.003 o003 .000 
X9~IN,X9HAX,X9~ 8o500 8.5~0 1.000 

KECHEVI,HOCHEVJ,090TCKG/SECI,RONCAVERAGEl 
19.300 938.232 .. 4 7.580 ----- _.670 

72/05/22. 17.03.35. 
INJECT ACCEPTANCE 
QCE•l= 
EOC11EVl• 
KECHEVI= 
DB/3T= 
NUVEJ= 
INF, RAOCINCHJs 
INJ. WIOTHCINCHJ• 
ROHINCINCHI= 
SCUP <INCHJ = 
XHINCINCHI= 
XHAX CINCH I: 
XPHINCRADl= 
XPMAXCRAOl= 
X9HINIINCHJ = 
OX9CINCHl= 
X9~AXCINCHJ= 
OXCINCHl= 
OXPCRII.Ol= 
MAX • NO • TURNS• 
NO. SfEPS/HAG.• 
OIUFT l lYNCH I= 
N VALUES EVERY 3 

.868 .695 

.673 .660 

.661 ,(,112 

.707 1.197 
WEST FIELD BUMP 
91TO CICGl= . 
DBlOTCl<G/SECJ= 
OT1 CIHCRO SEC I= 

URAY DATA 
1.000 

-938.232 
' 19.300 

7. 580 
~ .670 
.619. 375 

... .c~oo 

..• 575.375 
_5 83.265 

.025 
... .575 

---~·002875. 
.. ,. 002875 

11.500 
1.000 
8.500 

.050 
-· -· 000250 
. 3o.oco 

.. 8. 0 0 0 
-· 120.1l00 

INCHES FROH 575,357 INCH 
.&83 .712 .673 
.691 .&&3 .&6~ 
.115 .739 .703 

o.oco 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 

OUTPUT IO• 72/CS/22. 17.03.35. 
72/UB/22. 17.Q3.35.t.1/ 938/19.317.58/ .67/619/ ltJ/57515831 .0~5/ .5751-2.81/ 2o8818.5011.~0/ 

NUMBER OF TU~NS TRACED: 30 
SH~INKAGE/TU~NCINCHJ~ .0750 
STEPS/QUAO~ANT= · 8. 
ST~AIGHT SECTIO~I2oD• 120.000 
INFLECTO~ RADIU3(1NCHl= ~19.375 
IHrLECTOR WIOTHCINCH}: .0~0 
HI~IHUI1 RAOIUSCINCHl: 575,375 
SOUTH CUP RAOIUSCINCHI= 583.265 
OELTX C:lOE 
HIT SFC.A.INFLF.CTOR= -1 
HIT SFC.A.OUT OF RANGE• •2 
HIT INFlECTO~= -3 
OUT OF FIELil ~AII4GE• .-4 
RO TOO SHALL• -5 

•. 

H 

2 '"" "' > '" -~ , r-

-i '" 
~--·~ 
-i , 
~ 

\. 

'-

-... 

\. 

... 

·., 

I 
(J'\ 
(J.J 
I 

~ 
t-t· 
I 

.....;J 
1\) 

.....;J 

;"'""'-
'i;.. ..... 

c• ... 
r-
~ .... ·# 

c: 
(..;, 

~ 

c_: 
~-

c 
·~ 

~·~-



NQ,XJ,XPO,X9~,X,XP,AA,NT 0 IA,JA,KA,~X,RO,ZHAX,S2,BIN 
-~ 

BEGIN RA'I' T~ACE 
INFLECTOR TU~N= • 

(J 
8 .025 -.00268 8.500 9.092 .00132 -3.000 8.ooo 1 .1 1 619.344 &10.252 .lt40 .0769 , DO DO 12 .J25 -.DD2!i3 8.5DD -7,385 -.00355 9.322 2:· ... 861 1 2 1 619.268 60 9.946 .436 .0!160 .DtlOD 1C ,1}25 -.0023& 8.500 3,81t9 -.DO&It6 9.199 2''7.037 1 3 1. 619.297 6tD.D99 olt31 .oc.&D , Dtl DO 
9 .025 -.00213 8o50D -7,5 32 .on96 9.1D5 2:•8,&12 1 .. 1 619.280 610.175 ,ft27 .0660 , 00 DO 
8 .025 -.00186 6.500 6,335 .00235 9.019 2110,1170 1 5 1 619.271 610.252 oft22 .llc.6o .oooo 

" ··--·--·-·-· 

DIRECTO~'I'/LABLE/A/N NRITEN ON TAPE .. .£Ct~bE )'t41A.M'lF/R. AA 
:r.A ~ 

-3.000 -3.000 -3.000 -3.1!00 -:.-;~. 000) -3.000 -3.000 •3, DO 0 •3.i100 •3.ii00 -3 ,o DO 
9.322 9.3&9 ., 9. ~ti& 9.464 1 -3;Wg -3 1 ooo -3 o o · .. 3, DO 0 •3.000 -3.000 •3.U01i 
9.199 9.247 ·- 9.295 9o31t3 9o391 9.439 9.ft87 -3.00 0 -3.uJo -3. D 3D -3.000 
9.105 9.153 9.201 9o21t8 9.296 9o31t5 9.392 9.'+88 9.537 9. 586 9.635 1 \. 9.019 9.068 9.136 9,185 9.233 9,282 9.331 g, 429 9.478. 9.527 9.575 
8.9&2 9.012 .. CJ.I.i62 9,117 9.167 9.217 9.267 9.367 9olt17 9olt67 9.517 
5.903 8,95ft - 9.004 9ot55 9.105 9.155 9.205 g, 30 6 9.357 9.407 9.458 
8.alt3 a.891t .• 8.944 8,CJ91t 9oflltlt 9.1D4 9.155 9. 256 9.3G6 9.356 9.1t06 
8. ao8 8,859 . 8.909 8.9&0 9.012 9.D63 9.113 9.215 9.266 9.316 9.367 

J'A ,8.764 8.823 ... 8.&75 8,927 8.978 9.D30 9. 081 9.184 9.236 9.2a7 9,33a KA=-1. , . a. 751 8.802 - 8.853 8,9Dit a.955 1h007 9. 05a 9.160 9.211 9.263 9.314 
1"1- e. 735 8.787 . 8.839 6.890 8.91t2 a. 993 9, C45 9o1ft8 9.200 9, 251 9.JDJ 

,, 
!.722 8.773 8.'324 8.876 8.928 8,979 9. 031 9.135 9.186 9.238 9.290 tt,'C.t.s ·· 
8.737 a, 186 •• 8. 8 39 . 8,89D 8,942 8.993 CJ,Oftlt 9~ 146 9.198 9.249 9 ,JOtl 
8.750 8.so2_ 8,o54 8.9Ci5 . a, 957 9, Daa 9.06D 9.162. 9.211t 9.265 9.317 
8.7&4 8.816 - .8. 868 8.919 8.971 . 9.023 9. 074 9.17 8 0 . 33 
8,8D3 8,851t • 8.9D5 8,956 9.006 9.056 9.1D7 -3.ouo ;:-3.1)00 -J ,1)00 
5,864 .11.914 - 8,987 9.035 9oC81t 9.131 9,186 -J.OOD -J. D 00 -3.000 

H 8.970 9,019 .. 0 .117 •3.0DO -3.DDO -3.000 •3,0LO -3.0 00 •3,000 I 
,(j51 9,101 -3,000 -3.00D -3.000 ·. -J.O~D -3,000 •3,1)~11 -3.DOO •3,0011 :l! ~ "- 0'\ 

-3.0110 -3.000 •3,COO -J.OOD •3,0i10 •3.0JO -J.ODD •J,OOD - ,;.3, DOD -3.000 4 ;,. + 
I •J, GOO -3.000 - •J,LOO -3.0DO -3.000 -3.00D •3,GOO •3, Oil Q .• 3. uilo -3,000 m ~ ·-•3.DDD -3.00!1 - -:!.000 ·3.~0D •3.000 -3.000 -3.00 D •3.~~0 •JeOOO -J.ooo ,... ,.. 

•3.0110 -3.000 •3.000 -3.1!00 •3,901l ·3.000 -3.000 •3.000 ··3,DQO •3,Qt10 .... ttl 

--··-···· ··- ·····-· -···-·· ~~ 
NT - ··--· ."i :Z:I\ ~ -d 

8.00D 8.oDo 8. 000 8.DDO 8.000 8, ODD 8oGDO e. Doo a. ooo a.oao .~ 
274,8&1 271t,149_ ~73. 2 86 272.571 8.DO:I 8,ooo a. OD il. 8.000 8,u oo a.ooo ... "') 

?77. 037 276.155 -- 275.429 274.549 27 • 67 27~ a. ODD a.Doo a. o oo a.ooo Q 

273.65a . 271.313 270.429 . 269.546 
Z' 

278.612 277.888 277.006 276.13D 275,412 274.512 272<91t3 272,U58 ..., 
2,0,07Q 279.333 .. 2711.144 277.21tll 27&,511) 275.618 274.72& 273.985 273.095 272.207 271.1t70 27D.59ft . 
2~ 1.101 280.1112 279.429 278.426 277<510 276.754 275.81t2 271t, 93ft 27 4.177 273.273 272.375 211.623 
252.161t 281.229 ... _28r.466 279.539 27 8, &16 277.855 276,93'+ 276.D11t 275,249 271t. 333 2 73. ft21 272.661 
2~3.21t5 282.311 281.383 280,625 279.696 278.622 277.856 276.933 276. 011t 275,253 27ft. 343 .Z7J,It36 
233.765 282.81t3 ·- 262.!172 Z61,129 280.190 279.419 278,ft88 277.560 276.791 275,8C.8 2 74.950 274.173 lcA::r I 

J'A 12114,619 283.550 282.593 281.812 280.862 279. ~16 279.135 278.194 277.257 276,ft77 275.543 274.614 f/. II 2&ft.827 283.671t 262.926 282.152 251.207 2110.266 Z7il,lt91 278,553 ·277.621) 276.845 Z75,913 274.986 , .. a-.~ 
285.059 28'+.099 -.- 283.317 282.362 2&1.411 280.630 279,682 278,739 277.9511 277,iiU 2 7&.11 84 275.3D5 --d.' 281.7'18 i! 80. 81t2 279.a92 279.108 278. 162.. 277,222 

.. 
276.285 275. 501t 285,259 281t,lt8&. 283.534 262.563 &; 285,01tD 281t.D87 283.310 282,360 2S1.1t13 28~.638 279.698 278.761 277.986 211. u52 276.122 . 275.31t8 

' 1 "'·'" 2113.673 - 2~2.918 252.136 281.185 2SD,21t1 279.1t62 278.522 277,585 27&.8:>6 275.871 .Hit, 'litO t-1 
I 281t,622 2113.663 282.707 281.925 280.973 28D.D23 27~.238 278,291 277.349 7& 565 75.629 274.&96 -.;J 

2113.853 282.913 282.11t7 281,2'13 28C,Itft2 279.511 278.583 277. a20 276,898 ;, aoo 5.aog .. 1\) 

232,7&5 282.0 lJ 2110.728 279,830 27 a. 9311 2H,2ll 277.235 S.GO a s.ODO 5.oDo 5.DOD -.;J 

2~il.992 2110.081 2 • 3 9 78 ft35 s.oao s.oaD 5 .ooo ;, 000 5.0DO 5.aDo 5,uiiO 
27'9.5 8 5.000 5,r;oo 5.000 5.ooo 5.Duo s.ODO 5. 00 0 5, DOD 5.uoo 

. 5.!1DD s.oao 5.000 5.0DD 5.DH 5. 000 5. 000 5. 000 s.oDO 5,iiOII 
5.000 5. 0 !)) 5.ooc 5.t:l0 5.DJO 5,00L ;.coo 5, Oil il 5, 3 iiD s.ooo 
5.oao 5,(;00 5,0i10 s.ODD 5.oao 5.~oo s. ODO 5. 00 Q 5,olDD 5,000 

' 5,000 5.000 5.0illl 5,0'30 5,(jJQ 5,000 s.uoo 5,uoa 5.00D 5.ooa 
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TABLE 1 
LBL CDC 7600 CONTROL CARDS FOR PROGRAM PHASE 

PHASE,12,500,70000.490501,CLOSE 
•7600 
Fl00R(3) 

JOB CARO 

liBCOPY(ERCBEV,LIB,PHASE2l FETCH UPDATE LI8RARY OF PHASE 
UPOATE(P=LIB ,C=IN,F> UPDATE PHASE 
LIBCOPY(ERCLIB,BASTRIC,BASTRIC) FETCH BASTRIC SOURCE 
RUNCS,,,aASTRIC,NULL,ASTRIC,100000J COMPILE PROGRAM 9ASTRIC 
L!NK«F:ASTRIC,B=XEQ1> LOAD BASTRI~ OBJECT CODE 
XEQ1<IN,PHASE) EXECUTE BASTRIC,CHANGES BLANK 
RUNCS,,,PHASE ,OUTPUT,BPHASE,300000) COMPILE PROGRAM PHASE 
LIBCOPYCSOURCE, SZAMISR,ZAM> FETCH ZAM INTEGRATOR 
RUNCS,,,SZAM,OUTPUT,BPHASE) COMPILE ZAM 
LIBCOPYCERCLIB,IO/BR,IR,SIN,SFORIO) FETCH FIELD FREE ROUTINES 

7 
RETURN UNUSED FILES 

TO ASTRIC 

1 
RUNCS,I=IO,B=ULIB,O~NULL) 
LIBGENCF=ULIB,P=RULIB> 
~ETURNCXEQ1,PHASE,SZAM,IO,NULL) 
RETURNCLIB,tN,BASTRIC,ASTRIC,ULIB> 
LOAOLCBPHASE,RUltBJ 
EXECUTE(PHASE1,PLOTJ 
COPYCOUT/RB,OUTPUT) 

LOAD PHASE OBJECT CODE AND I/0 CODE 
EXECUTE PHASE 

EXIT. 
OMP(70000J 
COPYCOUT/RB,OUTPUTJ 
769 
789 
6789 

PRINT PHASE OUTPUT 
ERROR EXIT 

PRINT PHASE OUTPUT 
UPDATE OATA RECORD 
PHASE DATA RECORD 
END OF JOB CARD 

.. : 



'. 1 
~J U:. ·~:) I lJ ;,} 

TABLE 2 
lBl coc !600 CONTR.Ol CARDS 

PHASE,12,500,7000l.490501,CLOSE 
•7600 

· FLOOR( 3) 
LIBCOPY(€RC!EV,LIB,PHASE2) 
UPOATECP=LIB ,C=IN,F) 

_ ·LIBCOPYCERCLIB,BASTRIC,BASTRIC> 
RUNCS,,,BASTRIC,NULL,ASTRIC,100000) 
LINi(( F=ASTRIC, B=XEQU. . 
XEQ1 CIN,F>HASE) 
RUNlS,,,PHASE,COUT ,BPHASE,30000Q) 
LIBCOPYCSOURCE, SZAM/BR,ZAH) 
RUN CS,,, SZAM, COUT , BPHASE) 
COPY(COUJ/RBR,OUTPUT) . 
LIBCOP~<ERCLIB,I~/BR1 /R,SIN,SFORI0) 
RUNCS,I=IO,B~UliB,O=NULLJ 
LIBGEN <F=ULIB, P=RULIBl 
RETURNCXEQ1,PHASE,SZAH,IO,NULL) 
RETURN<LIB,IN,BASTRIC,ASTRIC,ULIS) 
LPADL<BPHASE,RULIB) 
EXECUTECPHASE1,PLOT) 
COPYCCOUT/RB,OUT/BR) 
OISPO.SE <OUT=HF) 
COPYCiAPE4/RBU,DATA/RBR~ 
LIBCOPVCERCLIB,TW1,TWRITE1) 
RFLC.70000) 
RUNCS,,,TW1,NULL ,BTW1,1000U0l 
REQUESTCLIB,HI,X,R) 10308 ERCXXX 
LOAOlCBTW1,RULl8) 
EXECUTE. 

u 

FOR 

COPYCLIB/RR,201R,NULL/RBR) 
COPYCOIREC/RBR,1FH,LIB/BR,1F,NLIB/RBRl 
KATALOGCNLIB,N:1) 
TAPECNLIB,HI,X,W) 9804 ERCBEA 
EXIT. 
COPY<COUT/RB,OUTIRB,OUTPUTl 
769 
789 
789 
10306, 
789 
•WRITE 
•WE' OF 
•REWIND 
•UNLOAO 
6789 

' ' .-1 ··' d \&i p ·0 " ~ 

""tJ7;;, LBL-727 

P~O.G~A.t4 PHASE 

JOB CARD 

FETCH PHASE UPDATE LIBRARY 
UPDATE PHASE . 
FETCH PROGRAM BASTRIC 
COMPILE BASTRIC 
LOAD BASTRIC 
EXECUTE BASTRIC 
COHPILE PHAS~ .. 
FETCH ZAH INTEGRATOR 
COMPILE ZAM 
PRINT COMPILER OUTPUT 
FETCH FIELD F~EE ROUTINES 

. . . 

RETURN U~USED FILES 

LOAO PHASE ANO IIO ROUTINES 
EXECUTE PHASE 

1 
2 
;s, 

APPEND COMPILER OUTPUT TO PHAS~ 
WRITE ALL OUTPUT ON HICROFIC~E 
OPEN FILE DATA FOR T~RITE1 . 
FETCH PROGRAM TW~ITE1 
SET THE FIELO LENGTH 
COMPILE PROGRAM TWRITE1 
FETCH DATA LIBRARY 
LOAO TWRITE1 AND l/0 ROUTINES 
EXECUTE TWRiTEt. . .... 
SKIP OLO LIBRARY DIRECTORY 
MAKE NEW DATA LIBRARY 
CATALOG THE NE.W liBRARY 
SAVE THE NEW LIBRARY 
ERROR EXIT 
PRINT COMPILER A·No PHASE OUTPUT 
UPDATE DATA RECORD 
PHASE DATA RECORD 
TWRITE1 OATA RECORO 

TAPE DATA RECORD 

ENO OF JOB CARD 

I 
! 

OUTPUT 



TABLE 3 
PHASE EXAMPLE DATA 

•1 EXAMPLE 11• 
•1 PLOT THE SEPARATRIX 1• 
•1 PROG~AM OATA 19.3 MEV/• 
,., 0.0,17.0, 
4, :J.0,17.o,, 
5, IJ.O, 
G, 25, 
7, 7.58, 
8, 25.5,137.0, 
•1 PLOT PARAMETERS, LAYOUT GRID/• 
10, T~UE, 
DELTA PHI(DEGJ 
DELTA RCINCH) 
19.3(MEV) SEPARATRIX 
z,1,5.o,s.o,4o.o,z.u,rRuE,1,o,1.c 
•1 END OF PLOT PARAMETER/• 
1, a.o,o.o,1.o, -145.o,93&.o,3&o~o, 
100' 
-1' 

•1 EXAMPLE 21• 

-68- LBL-727 

•1 INTEGRATION RANGE/• 
•1 TIME CONSTANT/• 
•1 PRINT INTERVAL/• 
., FIEt..O RISE/• 
•1 RF VOLTAGE AND GAP/• 

•1 SEPARATRIXI• 
•1 INTEGRATE PHASE ORBITS/• 
•1 STOP THE PROGRAH/• 

•1 GENERATE THE RF TRAPPING ARRAY AND PLOT THE TRAPPED PARTICLES/• 
•1 PROGRAM DATA 19.3 HEV/• 
5, 270.0, 
&, 25' 
7, 7.58, 
6, 25.5,137.0, 
•1 PLOT PARAMETERS, LAYOUT GRID/• 
1J, TRUE, 
DELTA PHICOEG) 
DELTA R<INCH) 
19.3(MEV) RF TRAP 
2,1,5.U,8.Q,40.0,2.0,FALSE,1,45,1.0, 
•1 END OF PLOT PARAMETER/• 
11,,3&,28,,,30.0, 
-1, 

•1 SET THE TIME CONSTANT/• 
•1 PRINT INTERVAL/• 
•1 FIELD FUSE/• 
•1 RF VOLTAGE AND GAP/• 

•1 GENERATE RF ARRAY/• 
•1 STOP PROGRAM!• 

I 
I ,,., I 
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TA~LE 'I 
PHASE.. QL(T'Pul 

T 72/08/~0. 20.2 ... 59.Pt-:ASE1,CLOSE,FLOC~C3) 
·-' 

IC= 4 
INFUT T~L~JN,T~U~AX,OELTA TAU 

o.oooc 17.0000 .1257 

lC= ~ 
I~PUT TI~E CONSTANT(MlCROSECl 

o.cooc 

IC= E 
I~F~T P~l~T INTE~VAL 

2~ 

IC= 7 
OE~/OT(I<(/Sf.C) 

7.secc 

IC= 8 
V~t,(KEV), RF LE~GTHCINCHl, IN THE OtUELE GAP 

25.SOCC 137.0000 

IC= 10 
OELTA Ft-l<CEG) 
DELTA !'(INCH) 
1~.3C~E\l ~EFA~ATRIX 
OFliON,>~V~R,XCENT,YCENT,UFLX,OELY,JCIN,CELS,SYHEOl~SC~lE 

2 1 s.o s.o .. n.occ 2.ooo r 1 o 1.0 

IC= 1 
I~FUT R~!~,RHAX,CR,PHJ~IN,FHIMAX,OFHI,CI~CH,DEG) 

o.~occ o.oooo 1.oro~ -1,.s.oooo 93&.oooo 3Go.oooo 

IC= 100 
eEGIN I~lEGRATICN 

.·· 

LBL-727 



72/08/~C. 20,24,59. 
RF CReiT T~ACKI~G DATA 
C If+) 1.00~ 
EOIMEVI= 938.232 
ESEARI~EVI= 19.3~0 
oeS/OTI~G/SECI= 7,581 
NUVEI= .670 
V~~~,SG,IkVI= 25,5CO 
RFLII~CHI= 137,0(0 
H= 1.oco 
~1/CHEGA= O.OCC 
TCISEC I= O,OCC 
ROIINCH= 600.000 
T~J~IRJCI= 0.0~0 
TH~XIRACI= 17.0CO 
DEtHI<ACl= .126 
Rfo'JNI HCt-1= O, OCO 
~~DXII~C~l= O.OCO 
DRIINCHl= 1.0CO 
F~J~ICEGJ= -145,0f0 
P~AXIOEGI= 936,0CC 
OFIOEGI= 360.0CO 
CF~INICEEI~AOI= I 
CF~AXICEG/~ADl= I 
OCP IOEG/FADI: I 
LII~CHI= ~~o.oco 
PLOT: T 
OUTPUT JC= 72/08/30. ~0.24,59, 

ASIINCHI,N,K,A,C~EGAikGI,O~VHikVI,SGV~IkVI,OEL ESIKEV/TURNI,PHJSIOEGI,teSOTiKGISECI,~OIIDEGIRAOI+Z,SFR 
60C,OOO .~700 1,255 .4140 2,583 25,500 4,641 1.388 1EZ.5~9 7,580 3958.~51 ,33~ . 

.~_ 

N,TAUIRACl,TIHSECI,ORIINCHI,OPHIIOEGI,CONPIDEGIRAOI,ORHIINCHI,TSIHEVI,GS,WSIHHI,OE/EIPCI,OPIPIPCI,CW/WIPCI,OHO,JIPCI,SER,SWA 
o c.oco o.ooo o.oo~ •145.ooo o.ooo o.ooc 19.30 1.020!1 .498~9 c.oo o.ou -o.co c .ooc .01 -.48 
1. ~.142 .194 .25f ·142,907 2,278 .25E 19.~! 1.02071 .50016 ,co .01 ,02 1E•04 .J04 .01 -.48 
2 f.2a3 .387 5.151 ·95.435 45.917 5,151 19.57 1.020e6 .50184 .t1 .2s .41 eE-oz .oos .01 -.•e 
~ ~.4~5 .581 •1,187 90.424 -10,622 9.96E 19,70 l.021CO ,503~1 -.00 •,07 -.1C· 8E-a2 ~01~ .01 -.48 
4 1~.~E6 .774 -4.0!2 ·106~~4e -36,198 ~.96f 19.84 1.o2115 .50519 -.c1 -.zz -.~~ ~E-01 .rite .01 -.4a 
5 1~.108 .968 -.19E -143.517 -1.769 9.96~ 19.98 1.02129 .5o6e6 -.co -.01 -.02 2E·01 .022 .01 -.48 

FI~Al l~TEGRATICh VALLES 
~ 17.0~0 1,053 •,068 •144.94~ -,613 9,96E 20.04 1.021~5 .507EO -.GO -.00 -.01 2E•01 ,024 .01 -.48 

ASCI~C~J,~,K,A,C~EGACKGI,OGV~CKVI,SGVHIKVI,OEL ESIKEV/lURNI 0 FHJ110EGI~CBSCTIKG/SECl,~OICOEG/RACI•2,SFR 
6QQ,OOC .E700 1,255 ,414C 2.583 25.500 4.641 1•388 1E2.599 7.58Q10~22.E71 .330 

N,l~UCRACloliHSECI,CRIINCHJ,OPHICOEGI,CONPCDEG/P.AOI,ORHIINCHI,TSI~EVI,G!,WSCHHI,DE/EIFCI,OP/PIPCI,CW/WIFCI,DHQ,JIPCI,SER,SNR 
o c.coo c.ooo o.ooc 2L5.ooo o.ooo o.ooc 19.3C 1.ozo!1 .4t849 o.oc ~.oJ -o.cc o .ouo .01 -.48 
1 ~.142 .194 .25E 217,093 2,278 ,25E 19.43 1.02071 ,50016 .00 ,01 .02 1E•04 ,004 .01 -.4a 
2 e.28~ .!87 5.151 264.565 45,917 5.151 19.57 1.02oe6 .5ate4 ,c1 ~2s ,41 8E-oz .~o9 .01 -.48 
3 ~.4~5 .~81 •1.187 450.~27 •10.~22 ~.957 19.70 1.021UO ,50351 -.00 . ~.07 -.10 3E•01 .013 .01 -.48 
4 12.5fE ,774 ·4,03i 253,046 -36.202 9.957 19.84 1.0~115 .50519 -,01 -.22 •,32 6E-01 ,018 .01 •o48 
s 1!~7o~ .969 -.201 216.385' -1.866 9,957 19,qe 1.021~9 .5o6e6 -.co -.~1 -.c2 · SE-01 .ozz .01 -.4e 

Fl~AL l~TEGP.ATIC~ VAL~ES 

6 17.0~0 1.053 -,111 214.669 •,999 9,957 20.04 1.021~5 ,507EO ~.oo -.01 •,01 5E-01 o024 ,01 -,48 

~ 
::1: ::z,-; 
CA)> 
rn~ ,... 
oi'T"' 

q 
-d-1:: 
s:: 
-i 

{) 
0 
:z: 
:-1 

I 
~ 
0 
I 

h: 
t-1 
I 

f\3 
.....;] 
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72/08/~C. 20.25.00. 
~f TR~FFI~G AR~~y GENERATICN DATA 
OCE+I 1oOCO 
EOCHEVI= 938.232 
ESEARI~EVI= 19oJCO 
DES/OTCMG/SECI= 7.580 
N CtVEl= o670 
VHJXtSGtCKVI= 25.5CO 
RFLtiNC~I= 1J7.0CO 
H= 1.0('0 
W1/0HEGA: O.OCO 
TCCSEC l= o00027C~ 
ROCINCHI= 600oCOO 
NCf~T= 28.0CO • t 
RH,XCINC~I= E27.0CO 
OC~CINCHI 1~0CO 
xe~INCl~C~I= .5t0 
DAeETACI~C~I= 1oOCO 

~ 
.1'-' . -1, 

~ 
AWiOTHCl~C~I= 30oOCO 
OP~ICOEGI= 10.0t0 -'C) 
RFCXBET~,~l= C20,3Cl 
lClNCHl= 2~0.0(0 
PLCT= .T 
O~lFUl It= 72/08/30. 20o2~.59o 

~ -t 
&I) > 
111 Q}· 

72108/JO. ~0.25o00o/ 1J 938/19.317.58/ .67125.5/137.0/110.0t·270/600.0/28/t27.011.0/ o511.~/30/ r 
0 '" s: : 
-i ..c 

"''· -= s: n _, 
Q 
z 
;-f ~ 

t-1 
I 

-..:] 
1\J. 
-..:] 



"l.. 

~F ACCEPTANCE ARRAY (PERCENT) 

5.6 5.6 5.6 o.o (l,Q o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.a a. a o.o o.a o.o o.o o.o o.o 
~.6 ~.f s.e 5.6 e:.c o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o a.o o.r o.o o.~ o.o o.o r.o IJ.O o.o o.o 
2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o a.o 
f,3 e.J 8.3 8.3 e.3 8.3 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.c o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o c.o o.o 
5.6 ~.e s.f 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

- e .3 8.~ 8.3 8.3 8.3 8. :J . 8.3 8.3 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.a o.o o.o o.o o.o li.o o.o o.o 
e.3 e.~ 8.3 8.3 !.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 e. 3 o.o o.o o.c o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

16.7 1E. 7 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 1&.7 16.7 16.7. 16.7 G.O o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 .o o.o o.o 
11.1 11o1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11·1 11.1 11.1 11.1 o.o o.o c.o o.~ c.o o.o o.o o.o 
11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o I 
22.2 22.2 22,Z 2Zo2 z<.z 2Z.2 ZZ.2 Z2.Z 22.Z 22.2 22.2 2z.~ 22.2 22.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o G. 0 o.o -.J 
2!:.0 c~.c 25.0 25.0 2~. 0 zs.o 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 zs.o o.o o.o o.o ~.o o.o 1\) 

I 22.2 22.2 2Z,2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
--Holt 1C:.It l'l,lo 19oft 1C:.Io- 19.4 1 '3." 19.4 19oft 19olt 1'!.4 1'3olt 19.4 19.4 19olt 19.4 1 c;. 4 o.o o.o o.o 

Holt 1C:.It 19.4 19.4 19.1o 19.1t 19.4 19 ... 19.4 19,4 · 1C:o4 19.1t 19." . 19 ... 19.4 19." 19.4 19.4 o.o o.o 
25.0 C:!:.O 25.0 2.5 .o 2!:,C 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.a 2~.0 25.0 2!:.0 25.0 2!:.J 25.0 25,0 25.0 25.0 o.o 
U.1 H.t 3£.1 36.1 JE .1 36.1 3£:.1 36 .t 3E.1 3&.1 3Eo1 36.1 36.1 3£.1 3£.1 36.1 :!E.l 36.1 3£.1 3&.1 
5!.3 se.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 se.~ 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 ss. 3 58.3 58,3 s e. 3 58.3 

~ 1 63.9 £3.9 &3,9 &3.9 &3.9 63.9 &3.9 63.9 &~. 9. £3.9 6:!.C: 63.9 &3.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 E3,9 63.9 63,9 63.9 
E~.9 t~~'a 63,9 63.9 63.CJ 63.9 &3.9 &3.9 &3.9 63.9 &3.9 63.«.: 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 EJ.CJ 63.9 63.9 63.9 .:t , 
6 3 .CJ E3.C: 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.1! 63.9 63.9 63.9 ;;3.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 J> q) 6~.9 e,. a 63.9 &3.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 &3.9 &3.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 63,9 &3.9 &3.9 63.9 E3,9 &3.9 63.9 63.9 "" 

... r-£1,1 Ho1 61.1 61.1 61.1 &1.1 61.1 61•1 61.1 f1.1 61.1 61.1 61.1 61.1 61.1 61.1 61.1 &1.1 61.1 61.1 rn m se.J 58.3 58,3 58.3 58.3 58,3 sa. 3 58.3 58.3 58.3 se. J 58.3 58.3 58,3 58.3 58,3 58,3 58.3 s e. 3 58.3 
5~.6 ss.e 55.6 55.6 5~. E 55.6 55.6 55.6 55,6 55.6 55.E 55.E 55.6 55.6 55.6 55.6 55,6 55.& 55.-6 55,6 

.l: lt7.2 lt7.2 lf7.2 lf7.2 lt7.2 lt7.2 47.2 47.2 47,2 47,2 lt7.2 lt7.C: 47.2 47.2 lt7.2 lt7.2 47.2 lt7.2 It 7. 2 lt7.2 0 
lt1o7 41.7 lt1.7 41o7 41.7 lt1o7 41.7 lt1.7 41.7 41.7 lt1.7 41.7 41.7 lt1.7 lt1.7 .. 1.7 41.7 lt1.7 41.7 41.7 s:: 
JC.& JC.E 30.& 30.6 30.E 30,£: 30.E 30.6 30.& 30.& 31!.6 3o.e 30.6 30.E 30.6 30.6 :!C • E 30.& 30.6 30.6 ""( I') 

2.8 2.8 2.8 2.e 2,11 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.e 2.8 · 2. e 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2,8 2.8 -o 0 

s: .::c: 
72/08/30, 20.25.00.1 1/ 938/19.317.58/ .E7/25.5/137,0/1/0.0I 27016"0.0/28/E21o0/1,C/ .511.0/30/ ""i ;; t-1 

~ 
IC= -1 I 

-.J 
1\) 

EI>C OF IOI.)f; 
-.J 

----~ 



3.4£~01 \ 

19.3(MEUl SEPRRATRIX 

2,4£+01 
I I l 

c:: 
N 
0 a~'· . ~ .. 

'" M ,-,.,..,,. . 
....... . 

1.4£+01 L 
:c en c. u 0 z 
H _, • "' -;...;)-, 

'" M 

' ' [I] 
0 ....... 

' 4,0E.+OOl WI I \ I \ I \ I \ JN ~ 

1'- '-
'·' 
'f..~';.,. 

,,: 
I ,. .. ~·~. 

-4 "'"-" w 
I 

-6.0E+oo 

~ 
I 

i\3 DELTA PH!(OEGl 
-4 

-1.6£+01 

-4,0£+01 1.2£+02' 2.BE+02 4,4E+O~ 6.0£+02 7,6£+02 9,2£+02 1.1E+03 1,.2E+03 

-~·-

• 



3.4£+01 

19.3(MEU1 RF TRRP 

'1(1( 

tO( 

)( 

'1(1( X 2.4£+01 
'1(1(. 

'1(1(1( 

'1(1(1( 

'I(IMOO( 

)('1(1(1( 

:1('1(1( 

)('1(1(1( ,..... 
l(l(l(l0o7'1"10C 

~ 
u '1(1(1(1(1(1(10 1.4E:+01 
z ~ ~ H 
~ 'I(I(IOOOOcl(l( 

~ l(l(lciiii(I(IClciiiiOCIOC 

~J(~ ~ .. ~ 
~ )00()(»\~KW 

~ '1(1(1('1(1(1( 

'1(1(1(1( 
J~ 

tO( 
~nr 4.0£+00 

~~~~~· -

>( 

-6.0E+OO 

DELTR . PHI (0EG1 
-1.6£+01 

-4.0E+01 1.2E+02 2.8E+02 

.. 
'· 

• 

. ,. 

-

! 

i 
:• ' ·i 

.·:-: 

·' 

) 

4.4E+02 6.DE+02 7.6E+D2 9.2£+02 1.1£+03 

I 

I . 
I 

. 

1.2E+03 

. ---~ . 

N 
0 . 
~ 
M 

• 
(1) 

0 

~ 
M 

' CD 
0 

' N 
1'-

I 
'"'! 
~ 
I 

~ 
I 

~ 
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.... -- ..... ----- -- ---···· ..... -·--·-···-·--·-·········-·····-· .... ····-··· ·······--···············:.·76~=··················· ············-··-···-····· ......... . _..,.- tJ3t:-727"" ---~.--·-···-·· ...... ----·-·-··-····---

···· -·· ··· · ··· ·· ·· ---- -r·ABtf-···t-··-··· ···········-·····-···-·-··-·······-···········-········-··-···············---······-····--------- ·······- ····-·· ······· ···-·······-···--···· -·-········· · -····· -·-····-······ ·· ···· · ········· ·· ·-·· ··· · ··· ··· ···· ···· ·-···· · 
LBL CDC 7600 CONTROL CARDS 

HINJtl2~100tll4000.49050ltCLOSE JOB CARD 
.. 7 6 0 0 ............... --· ........ ······························- ···-······--·--··················--····-··-··· ·····-······-·······- ············· ······ ·····-···-··-······-·······-········-···············-·······-···-···-······-·-····-·········-··. 
FLOOH(J) 
L I 8C OP Y ( f RCBf:-v·.-t.-tthi"t1ff.n1-·---------
UPDATE<P=LIBtC•HlNJ,F) UPDATE PROGRAM 
RUN ( S t ,., H lNJtOUTPU'h8HfN;J·t·3G-&Oii;)-······· ·----·---·· ··COMPlt£···-Hi·NJ·--······· ····-·· ------·------ -·-------··-·- ---······-
REQU£STtTAPE*tHltXtl0308) FETCH DATA LIBRARY 
LINKtF=BHlNJtS•X~Qil ·· ··········-····· ····--·- LOA1)-·-QeJfC·T·O£Ci<···· 
XEQl. 
COP·Y·C·TAPE·3·/RBRtOU~T-t--··------------·--AAINT SUMMARff:S-------··----------·--
EXIT. . . ERROR EXIT 
DMP<70000) - -
COPY(TAP£. /RBUtOUTPUT)_ PRINT SUMMARIES 
789 · ·· ················ -·········· ········ -· UPOA-l£ DATA RECORD· ···· ··· ·· · ···· 
*IOENT i9MEV 
·•o---H1N\J·e3tl ---___,;------------.---------------------

DATA BDOTtFSPitPPMAMS/7e58t204e66tOe624ElO/ 
* I DENT ·£ Rc··I o······ ···--········· ···-···--······················ ....... ··················-·· ······-···-··-····-··············-····----·-------·-···················-···············---- · ··-·--···--······························ ········ ··········-·--- ····-···-········-··············--······· ·· ·- ....................... . 
*D HINJ.39 

98 FORMAlt*·Tit-.-z-At·o·,-4t·-HlNJ-.-etOSE-Jf'tOOR-·3•·)·-·-·····---........................................... ··············--·-----······-
789 PROGRAM DATA RECORD 

7•J"/0"9/l3i' -1"0.-o*tJ-=-.+1 .... ~. ----:-------------------·-------· 
71/11115• 16e23e4le 
3eU ... ······· .... .. . .... ·········· . . -····-·········· 

o.le o.o o.12 o.eo o.o -z. o i 7 eO - ······ · ······-····14•0 · · ·-------···········-------- --- -·--· 
.. . 

•2e0 leO l4e0 
••oo·-· ··"i-··o·------~-.o------· 
6.00 leO l4e0 
1 0 • 0 j • ~ · ·· ···· ·- · · ·1·4·--.·0-··---··---·-·--····· ·····-····-········ ·········-·························-······-····--·-·-····················· ·· ---···· ···--,··· ···- ·· ····· ··· -······· ··· ····· ··········· ···· ·-···--····-
14•0 1·0 14·0 

-1o·o· 
6789 END OF JOB 

••••-•••• ---···------------------------M----------

-------~----------------



I 
I ..... 
i 
! 
I 

···TABLE 2 · 
LBL CDC 76~0 CONTROL CARDS 

HlNJtl2 tl 00 tll4oO·o·e·49050ltCLOS·E' 
*7600 
t.LOORC3) ········ ·· 

··JOB CARD 

LIBCOPYCERCBEVtLIBtHINJl) FETCH LIHN UPDATF LIBRARY 
UPDATt:···( P•LtB""tCirt'ttN·J-rn-·· ··-··-·-···· ··-··--·~-----· .... , ... _"·--····-·---~· UPe A·te--nOG~·····--· ................ -............ ····--···-- _ ............ _ ..... . 
RUNCStttHINJtCOUT tBHINJt30riri5~) . tOMPlL! HlNJ 
REQUEST ( TAPE~t •·Ht·tXt9804J·· ......... - ··· ·· ·- ....................... FETCH OA·T·A··-·t·l'SR-AR'f--···--·· ··-····-· 
LINKCF=BHlNJtSaX~Qi) · LOAD OBJECT DECK 
XEQl (INPUT tOUT·)································ .............................................. · .......................... ··· EXE·CUT·f··H-I"N~----·--···--···················-----··--···--·· 

COPYCTAPE3/RBRtlFtCOUT/RBRt1FtOUT/BR) SAVE SUMMARIES AND COMPILER 
• .. · ............................. --~---~-----· t I ST tN6 
DISPOSE(OUT=MF) ROUTE OUTPUT TO MlCORFICHE 
COPY CCOUT /BRIJtTAPE3f-RSUt·OU·lPUT) ······················ ................ · --PRI-NT··SUMMA-Rf£·S· ANO··GOf.Wlt£·R---· 
• LISTING 
EXl T • ·ERROR E-xtT·· ·························· 
OMP(jOOOO) . 
COP·Y·teOUT/·RSHlOO-fl·ftSU.,-lAPE3~1---t~OUW'f:t4P~UHT~,---'P~Ri--1l'-NN~T-+-t.f-AIS~T~Air-"l8~+-Lf-OtJ-fPtH·--·-----

789 UPDATE DATA RECORD 
*IDENT i9MEV 
*D HINJe30 

DAT·A BOOT tFSPl•PPMAMSI7eS8·.-2·o4•66tOe624ElO/····· · 
*IOENT ERCID 
·•o ·HlNJ·•·39---·- ....... ____ ·----·---··------------...,.-------------~------·----------------

98 FORMAT<*T*t2Al0t* HINJtCLOSEtFLOOR 3*) 
789 ···· - -· ·· · ·-······ ·· ···- ·· -·-PROGRAM DAT·A ·RECORD 

71/09/13• l0e04e14e 
7111tliS• i6•23••i•· 
3e0 
o •48 ·----·-----o.-o-·----o""" .... :-11~!..._-~-"""o...,...•e ..... n -----o..,.•*o-------· 
-2.0 17.0 \4.0 
- 2 •. o.. 1--... o----.. ..---t· 4-, .. ·o·------.......... .. ............................................................................................................................................... -- ........................................ .. 

4.~0 i.ij l4e0 
6e00 leO ··· .. ---- --14.0 ................. ···· ................. ····-····· ···-·-··--··· .................. ·····----··----·-····--···-·--·--··· ··········· ·· --
l~eO i.o 14~0 

· ·14-.. o ...... ·1--.-o----~-------.. --T~n--e--- -----·---·---.. lo.o 
6789 ····· ········· ·····················- - · ··E-N0-0F·J08-CARD ··· · · · ···· ······-·-········ ········· 



IH= 
JH: 
KH= 
NH= 

KFHX= 

CHIN= 
XHX= 

eooT= 
FSPI= 

PPI'AHS= 
SPI= 

PPHA I= 

12 
21t 
2C 
31 
3G 

.~ou~il1 
40.0~Il0 

7,5BOG 
201t,&&JO 
&.21tOGOOE+09 

27,0JI)Q 
1,&61t8GilE+11 

71/Q9/13. 10.04.14. 
INJECT ACCEPTANCE ARRAY DATA 
Q!E+l= 1.0ll2 
EC !HE VI= 938.222 
KEIHEVl= 19.3(0 
OB/OT= 7.560 
N lA VEl= .&70 
INF, RAG!INCHJ: 619,~75 
INF, HlCTHCINCHl= ,ultC 
ROI'lN!lNCHI= 575,375 
SCUP!INCHl= .583.2E5 
XHlN!lN~Hl= ,Jc5 
XHAXIINCHl= ,575 
XPI'IN!RACI= -.0029 
XP~AX!RACl= ,J~29 
X9HINIINCHl= -,5Lt 
OX9!INCHI= 1,0CG 
X91'AX!I~CHl= 18.5(( 
OXIINCHl= .O£J 
OXF!RAOl= ,]~~25 
HAX,NO, TURNS= 3l,Ol0 
NO. STEPS/HAG,: 6oLOC 
DRIFT LCINCHll 240,(CC 
N VALUES EVERY 3 INCHES FRCH 575,357 INCH 

,8&6 ,695 ob83 o712 o&73 
,&73 .&&c .&91 .t63 .&cit 
~&&1 ,&62 .715 ,739 .7~3 

.• 7a7 1.197 

,_. 

711C9/13. 1(,,4.14,/ 11 93~/19.317,54/ .&71&19/ 40/575/563/ ,025/ ,5751-2,861 2,88/-,5i/1,0J/ 
DATA OBTA!h£0 FRO~ LRL TAP£= 1~3C8 

\. 

:!:. 
\--t-\ 
~: 
Yr 

"' c::> 
~ ~ ~ 

CX> -t I 

-,} 
s:: 
-1 

~ 
t-1 
I 

......:] 
1\) 

......:] 



71/11/15. 1~.23.41. 
RF TRAFPlNG A~~AY GE~E~ITICN DATA 
OIE+I 1. J ( ~ ... 
EOIMEVl= 93d.2~2 
ESEA~IHEVl= 19. 3U; 
DES/OTIKG/SECl = 7.SH 
NIAVEI= .670 
Vl'itx,SG,IKVl= 2 ;. 5\.~ 
RFLIINCHI= 137,j(U 
H= 1. J( 0 
W1/0Ht::GA= j,J(C 
TLISEC l= ,G~027CC 
RO liNCH): £,)~.(~0 

NCENT= 21.ac" 
RMAXII"!CHl= 62J. OlO 
COR liNCH I 1. ~u 

·l: ·-·· xenNilhCHI= • 5~1i -.._, 
OAEET~IH·Ct-l= 1.0L~ 
AliiDTtHit>CI'l= 2c.oco 

\-t ~ 
.... ilPI-IIGEGl= 2 J. 01.0 

RFIXBETA 1 RI= 12J,Jll 
LIINCHI= 240, J(C 

~ )> c 
PLCT~ T 
OUfPUT IC= 71/11/15, 16.15.17, 

4 a, 1''"' --..· 
71/11/15, 1~.23,41,/ 1/ 93e/19.3/7,58/ .67/25,5/137,0/1/0,0/ 270/b00.0/21/~ZQ,0/1,0/ oSI1.,/2Q/ r DATA OBTAINED FROH LRL TAPE= 1~30 6 i' 

~ ...... 

c::> P\ ~ 
FERCENTAGf OF INJECTED U:TENSITY TRAPPED BY P.F TRF X 1jQ, 

~ I -:-··· 

~ ~ "--
-1 \0 o.o c.u 0. u Q,(j o.o L.O o.o c.o o.o t.o ii,O a.o o.o Q,G u.o .:..o J,O J.C J.i. ~.{; I 

11.1 G~O a.o u.o o.o CoL o.o o.o o.u o.o a.a J. u o.o G.~ ~.a. o.u o.u J,J o.u u.c 
11.1 11.1 0. 0 o.c. u. 0 c..o o.o o.o a.o t.o J.J 0. ~ o.o o.o £,1) (.(I < 0. c :Jet.. u.o u.L ~ 11.1 11.1 11.1 a.o Q,J loll o.a o.o o.o i),o) u.o u.o O.ii o.o (I,J (j,i) u.o "'·" o.o ~.~~ '"--22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 a.o o.o G.o Q,il o.o o.~ o.u a.u o.o o.o Coil c.u o.u "·~ ,),1) u.u 

~ ~ 22.2 22,2 22.2 Zl.2 22.2 0,0 0.0 u • .:. o.o 0. 0 o.o 1),() o.o Coli ~.o ~.J t.~ J.~ Q;Q ~.o 
22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 o.o 0, D o.o o.o 3.0 J.~ o.o o.o o.o UoU 

< < 

ii.C Ooii Q.U ~.o 0\J 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 i2.2 22.2 o.o o.o c..o u.o J,O o.o o.o o.o u.o o.o J.i.: o.u \JeU ---1 ~ 
< 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 ().0 o.o J,J J.C O.il O.G u.o o.o il.u loL J,Q ~.G 

~ 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 ~.o ~. 0 ~.o O.J o.v c..o t~.U c..o l.~ u.u u.o 
38.9 38.9 3do9 36.9 3d.9 3d.9 38.9 3~.9 35,9 36.9 o.~ ~.a o.o o.c I. oil c.o c.c ~.& O,ti .:.a :1 61o1 61.1 b1o1 61ol ~1.1 61o1 61,1 ~1.1 61o1 61o1 61,1 Joil (J. (I I). 0 tJ •. il o.o 0.11 ~ ... Q,, ~.o 
£6,7 ~£.i bb,7 66,7 b6.7 &L,7 6&,7 &6,7 b6.7 6&,7 66,7 55,6 0. 0 iJ,t u.o L.J 0. 0 j.;, J.~ "·G ~1.1 &1o1 61o1 61ol 61o1 61,1 61,1 b1o1 61o1 &1,1 blo1 blol 55,(• a.o c.o o.o G,il .J,u o.~ UoU 
61~1 61,1 61o1 ~1.1 61,1 b1.1 61.1 61,1 b1.1 61;1 61.1 &1,1 55,E SO,G (,,J u.u o),l) J.t "·" ~.1) 
t1.1 ~1.1 &1.1 61.1 61.1 &1.1 61.1 ~1.1 61,1 61.1 61.1 61,! 55.!. so.u ~4.~ ~.~ Joli J.-.; Uoll u.u 
f1o1 61ol 61o1 b1o1 61.1 b1o1 61o1 61o1 b1o1 61,1 b1o1 55,£ 55of 50,0 lt4o4 33,3 o.o J,L J,Q ~.o 
55,6 55,6 5~.6 55,6 55,6 55oS 55,6 55,6 5~.6 55o6 55o6 55,6 50oi lt~.~ 38.9 JJ,J ~2.2 J.(l J~O ,,o 
55.6 55,& 55,6 ss.& 55.6 55,6 55.& ss.& 55,6 55~6 ss.& s~ ... sa.1 38.9 38.9 27.6 16.7 1~.7 J,O J.u 
so.o sc.o 5G.L s~.o 5J.a 5~.~ 5t.o SG.u 5J.c 5~.~ s~.ol 44.~ 44,1 33,3 33,3 22.2 11.1. j.\1 J.~ ~.o 

• 44,4 ~4.4 44.'+ lt4,4 44 ... ,.4,4 4lt.~ ltltolt 44o4 ~4.4 ~~.li J$,9 33,;: 27,8: 1&.7 lloO i),J J.il o.o u.o t'i 27.5 27.8 27,6-27.6 27.8 l7.8 27.d ~7.8 27.6 27,6 21.6 27.6 22,[ 5,6 ~.a ~.u (j,(i J,Q o.u o.o to (),() Coil 0. I) ~.o U;O u.c o.a o.G o.o ~.u o.o uoll J,( o.c c. 0 ~.u 0. 0 J.~ o.c u.o t'i o.o C..il u,J a.G J. 0 Coli o.u c.~ J.u ~. l I),Q J.~ Q,( o.c ~.u o.o a.u J,C ~.~ ~ . .:; I 
--1 o.c c.u 0. C: ~ •. c. ~.f.! (.0 o.o ~.o o.o u.ol J.Q J. (; 0. ( ~-' (..C ~.~ J.J J,G G.u ~.u 1\) G.O c..o (I,J o.c JoG c..c G.~ 0. ( c.a (. u o.o o.~ o.c o.u o.u c.o a.o J.~ a.a u.a --1 o.o c.o 0. J u.o J,o o.c. c.u a. t ~.~ ~.~ o .• 0 iloC (j,( u.t G.o c.~ G.~ J,O ll.U 10,0 c..o c.n u.o o.e- J.tl o.o Coil o.c Q,il o.~ o.o J,C (1,( u.c c. .o c.o o;.o ),, ~.ll ,,o 

o.o c.o a.o a.~ O,i) C.il 1),0 G.c Ootl i!.tl o.~ ·l • L Q,( o.c c .o c.o il.O J.ai o.c J,G 
O,il c.o u.~ c.o -l.~ G,C C,i.i "·" o. c. U.J u,u J." (j,( o.L ,;..o L,D "•a J ... loG u.o 



DINJ ••. GAUSSIAN OISTRH!UTIONS IN ENERGY, X, AND X-PRIME. 

X CENTER!INCHESI XC= .181)0 XPRIME CENTERIMRI YC= u • .:ooo 

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF X-XPRIME DISTRI&UTION. SA= .1200 SB= • 6.1 CJ 

STANDARD DEVIATION OF ENlRGV DISTRIBUTION <INCHES!. SE= 

ROTATION ANGLE OF X-XP~I~E Ol5To (RADIANS! THETA= 

X CENTER DISPERSION XDSF= -0.0000 
XPRI~E CENTER DISPER~ION YOSP= _,.OOOJ 

SHIFT IN CENTRAL HC~~NTU~ FOR TIHE INTERVALS NTIH 
-o -o -~ -G -c -t -~ -o -o -G 
-o -(i -u -a -q -o -( -J -o -o 
-o -o -o -o -~ -c -( -o -o -G 

90 PER CENT ARE~= 1.1:l•PI CH•HR 

SUH OVER ENERGY OIST. DESM= 1.}1J0l00 

SUM OVER X-XP~I~E DIST. DABSM= .93<t237 

SUH OVER ENERGY ANO X-XPFI~E DIST. DISH= .931t237 

PRSH=OESH X OABSH= .934237 

S, C, ENORH, ABNORH, PE, PA, PS, FDT 

o.uu~o 

3.00110 

C.O~CCJO ioOOCC~~ .132961 .020723 .05555& 31t~722222 .78125ii 

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF i~JECTED BEAH DE 
.ooouc .COOOJ • 000(1 .ooo~4 oOCOl& .00051 oilHit8 .003110 .00874 .018CO 
.13298 ollS79 •o10&48 .o8o&& .05'+&7 
.OCOilC 

.0331& .01800 • o u8i'4 .00380 .00146 

X-XPRIME OISTRiqUTION DABP 
.COOC14 .000022 .• (iJ0029 .OOU032 .000030 .OOC024 .00001& .COCiiG9 
.OOOCitl • u 0 ~ 065 .oooo8& .000095 .1)011089 .aoao7o .OOOOit& .LOJ025 
.tOC11C .OJ0172 .CCC226 .OOC252 .OOJ23& .000165 .uo~122 .ouil~&7 
.C002&4 oil001t15 .OJ0546 .GiiC&08 .Oil05&7 .OuCitlt5 .OOG293 • Ql)!i1&3 
.t00577 .000907 .001197" .001328 .OH239 oil01l97Z .coc&41 .(iJ0355 
.C0111t3 .001796 .OJ2371 .OJ2&31 .002455 • 0 01925 .~012&9 .tOJ703 
.co2~5to .Ou322& .L042&0 o00it727 .OJit410 o0031t59 .00228~ .uCi12tto 
.LG331t8 • 0 )52!; 6 .cu69<+1 • u L7703 • G 0 718& .vo5&3& .u:l3715 .GJ2C59 
.(iQit<:l48 .J~777~ .C1C258 .011384 .010&21 .008329 .G051t91 .~J3Jit3 
.voe.&32 • 01Cit1S .013750 .0152&0 .01423& o011161t oG07360 • L~4H9 
.ooecr.2 .u12t:&2 .01&71& • 018551 .017307 .013572 .008947 .~04958 
.C08889 .0139&1 • 0181o31 .o2o~os~o .019082 .01'+9&5 o0098&5 .C05467 
.0081.189 • .;139&1 • H81t31 .02Cit51t o019J62 .011o9&5 .0098&5 .ou5467 
.v 080&2 .012&62 .01&716 • 0185:>1 .~17307 .013572 oilill!91o7 .001t958 
.~06&32 .010lt15 .013750 .(;15260 o01<t23& • 011164 .oo736u .OJ4079 
.tC491t8 .ou777a .010258 .01138'+ .. .010&21 .008329 .0051t91 .ou3illo3 
• 003348 .• u 0525d .La&9ct1 .oa77u3 • 007181:) • 00 5&.3& .003715 .Lu2u59 
.tC2G54 .OC322& .GJ1o2&0 .004727 .C04410 .003459 .ilC2281J • Ga1261t 
.t01143 .co179a .OC2J71 .c;oa&31 • L02455 • 0 01925 . .0012&9 • CUG7lJ 
oCu0577 o01l0907 • 001197 .0~1328 oll01239 .000972 .OOG&41 oCIJ0355 
oCOOZ&4 oOG0415 .cau54lJ .co,&o8 .0005&7 .J0~41t5 .uOC29J .Li101&3 
.coouo .000172 .0~0228 ·.uu0252 .aoo2J& .J00185 .000122 .CJuOH 
.cout'+1 .0~110&5 .001!086 .oaoo95 .cou089 oilOCQ70 o000li4& • OOCI~ Z5 
.000011t .oocazz .cooo29 .OOil032 e00il03~ .OOOOZ4 .0~001& .t~0009 

'< 

I 

.uJ.Jlt> o05<t£>7 .080&& .1 0 &It 8 

.~~~51 .uc~1& .uljCiOit .aJu01 

.ocooo~o .!;O~il~Z .JauaJl 

.Juu:i12 .~~~·~5 .OOGB2 
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-..J 
[\) 

-..J 
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Appendix B Program Data Input Tables 

This appendix contains tables that show how to input the data to 

the programs INJECT, PHASE, HINJ, TWRITEl. The use of these tables is 

described in the main text in the respective program descriptions under 

the section dealing with data input. 



Value 
IC 

-1 

2 

3 

u .... ; ?..) ·' I ·\ 0 -.) \ 
.J .. 

, . 
.;;._ 
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TABLE I 

TABLE OF DATA INPUT FOR INJECT 

71/01/13 

comment 

stop program execution with a program STOP 

Set the field index values as a function of radius R in the 

field index array N. There are 17 values here which are 

preset in a data statement. They cover the range indicated 

in Figure·4, Sec~ 2.1,-Val.II. The value N(l)=n(RO>MIN)=n(575.375) 

and the grid spacing is 3 '' intervals . 

. The preset values are: 

.868, .695, .683, .712, .673, .673, .660, .691, .663, 

.664, .661, .682, .715, .739, .703, .707, 1.197 

the number of items read. 0 is valid 

NUM of these items. Note, NUM and I are of 
type integer. 

Program parameters are set here. Only those parameters that 

have values different than the preset values need be changed. 



Value 
IC 
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conunent 

1be parameters are read into an array TEMP. We read NUM 

the number of items to be read and each item consists of 

I, TEMP(I). We have the following values. Preset values 

are indicated below. 

I TEMP(I) 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

RNQ. 

82 

RK2 

FULOUT 

DRIFTL 

R9 

maximum # of turns traced (30) integer 

if the particle clears .the inflector in, 

say, 8 turns the program will only trace 

8 turns. 

shrinkage 
[inch]ll/4 revolution] 

(.075) 

of the equilibrium orbit due to the field 

rise B. Program presently calculates 

this factor so it need not be input here. 

In fact this number is presently not 

used internally 

the number of ~esteps/90° quadrant( 8) integer 

if TRUE ,then print orbit out after each 
transformation 

if FALSE then supress orbit print after 
each transformation 

(FALSE). 

1/2 length [inch] of one full drift section 

(120.0") 

outer rJdius [inch] of the inner inflector 

wall in ,lector (619.375w) 

.. :. 

,, 



Value 
IC 

4 

I) ;_J ., '. l; ~~~ {..) 

coniment 

7 

8 

9 

D9 

ROMIN 

SCUP 

...5 I I JA .) \--.; - .... ~ \ .. ~ 
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inflector width [inch] ( .040") 

inner most field radius [inch]. 

radius [inch] of south faraday cup 

(583.265") 

c .... ~-~-· _,_(_l_' TE_MP_(_r_) , __ J_l_,_NUM~--) 

Set the grid in this (x,x•·,x
9

) space for which the acceptance 

arrays will be calculated. 

II\ x' 

XXPMAX 

X 

XX9MIN 
DXX 

XXMIN XXMAX 

XXPMIN 

inflector 

The arrays are dimensioned (12,24,20) = (x,x' ,x
9
). There are 

available 12X24X20 points. We have that 

(1,1,1) 

(2,2,2) 

(XXMIN,XXPMIN,XX9MIN) 

(XXMINN +DXX ,XXPMIN+DXXP ,XX9MIN+DXX9) 



Value 
IC 

5 

6 

7 

-90-; 

comment 
I 

The variables are specified in ([inch],[rad],[inch]). 

While the grid spacing and limits are arbitrary for this 

program, t,hey must match HINJ when the generated arr~;~;ys 

are used in input to that program 

XXMIN, XXMAX, DX:X: ,XXPMIN ,XXPMAX, DX:X:P 

XX9MIN,XX9MAX,DXX9 

write the last generated acceptance arrays AA,NT on TAPE4 

and on file OUT. This is how we save these arrays for future 

use. Upon exit from the program TAPE4,consists of l file of 

data in standard data format suitable for use as input to 

program TWRITE[, [3]. 

Set the kinetic energy [MeV],rest mass [MeV], field rise 

[kg/sec], average field index for the calculation of the 

shrinkage per inch factor S2. Our present values are 

respectiv~ly (19.3 . ' 938,232, 7.58, .67) 

( KE, MO, DBDT, RON ) 

Parameters to define West field bump are input 

BlTO [kg) 

DBlTO [kg/sec] 

field at time t = 0 

field derivative- dB' 
dt 

of the bump 

,· 



Value 
IC 

J.OO 

u / 
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conunent 

..• I 
·,; 
I 

LBL-727 

DTi [ ll sec] the time ot at which this calculation 

starts a-s measured from t = 0. These 
. ..N.. . 

~fiel~ 1 b.eam wL_ll bump ~ 
"-. -~ E 

s 

three quantities establish the 

field bump value at time t + ot 

which is used as the field at 

turn zero. 

When the .field bump is nonzero, then the acceptance arrays 

are time dependent as measured from t = 0. This must be taken 

into account when the arrays AA and NT are used in inject. 

The preset values are all zero 

GlT~, DBlTO, DTV 

Use the current program parameter values to generate the 

acceptance arrays AA, NT by ray tracing through not more than 

NO turns. Note the array elements calculated are starting 

at AA(l,l,l) and NT(l,l,l). The amount of the arrays filled 

depends on the values input in IC = 4. We have that 

(1,1,1) 

(2,2,2) 

(XXMIN,XXPMIN,XX9MIN) 

(XXMIN + DXX, XXPMIN + DXXP, XX9MIN + DXX9) 



IC 

-1 

0 
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TABLE II 

Table of Data Input for PHASE 

71/0l/13 

comment 

terminate execution with a program STOP 

Set the unit conversion factor. The internal units are MKS. 

Units to c~:mvert the input data to MKS units. 

Length ( .0254), B field ( .1), Voltage ( 1000.), energy 

(l.60207E-~3),charge (l.60207E-19), angle (.017453 

29251994), where the input quantities have dimension. 

L[inch], B[kg], V[kV], E[MeV], Angle[deg.], 

Q [signed# of changes] 

CL' B' v' E' Q' v 
Units to convert the internal·results to the required 

output units. 

Length (.0254), B field (.1), Voltage (1000.), 

energy (1.60207E-l3), charge (1.60207E-19}, 
I 

angle (.01745329251994), where the output quantities 

have dimensions 

L [inch], B[kg], V(kv], E[MeV], Angle [deg], 

Q [signed# of charges]. 

(1, B, V, E, Q, A ) 

.. 



IC 

1 

• 

2 

3 

u ::) ~J u ·~ I tj ' u ,., 
'V .' d ·!J 
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Specify the grid over which the phase equations will be 

integrated. Those are the initial values corresponding to 

t = T = 0 . 

r[inches] 
r-~--~~---+--~ 

tjJ [ deg] 

This grid is used to integrate for orbits in the (r, tjJ) 

plane 

~MIN, RMAX, DR, PMIN, PMAX, DP) 

Set the reference orbit radius R0(6000.0") and the average 

field index value N(.67). The reference (synchronous) 

particle is assumed to move on a circular orbit with this 

radius in the magnetic field. 

(!o,N ) 

Set the injection energy (19.3Mev), starting energy of the 

reference particle at t = T = 0, and the rf harmonic 

number H(l.O) 
r-··-------
\_ ESBAR,H ) 
------· 



IC 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

-91+-

Set the integration variable • grid. 

LBL-727 

We integrate from • . m1.n 

to •max in steps of. delta •· The units are dimensionless 

such that • = 2rr is one synchronotron oscillation for small 

~r, l)J • DELT is set to ( 4rr/l00) in a data statement 

Restriction TMIN = 0.0 

Set the voltage rise time constant TC[JJ sec](270.0). Note, 

TC = 0 gives the constant voltage case 

Set the print interval (2). If this value is l then the 

integration results will be printed every time the variable 

step integrator lands on a maximum step size set above when 

IC = 4 as ·nELT. Otherwise this print out will occur every 

PRT*DELT steps. 

® integer 

Set the field rise dB [kg/sec] of the main field (6.28) 
dt 

Set the maximum rf double gap voltage VMAX(29.6Kv) and the 

maximum double gap length RFL (137"). 

GMAX,RFI) 

Specify the grid over which the phase equations will be 

integrated. 



IC 

9 

10 

u ~) 
__ ", J 

. ' .. 
.t;~ :) / u .) 
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These are values corresponding to t' == T == 0. 

p == cp 
[deg/rad] 

4J [deg] 

LBL-727 

This grid is used to integrate for orbits in the (p, ljJ) plane 

~P~N, CPMAX, DCP ,-· ~MIN, PMAX, DP) 

Set plotting parameters, layout new grid 

t;:::\_ LOT logical if CPLOT then turn on plot 
~ else turn off plot; 

if CPLOT then 

begin. the following data is read: 
3 lable cards of 30 characters each are read 

user supplied 
I == x axis lable 

I 

DENT(I), I 

y axis lable 

identification printed 
across top of plot 

next the plot is set up by choosing various options and 

parameter values 

OPTION == l 
y 

n25 em 

~ 
-+-----;>X 

Standard c~ntimeter 
plot paper size 



IC 

10 
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OPTION = 2 
y 25 em 

38 em 

LBL-727 

Standard 
centimeter 
plot 

~----------------------~ 
size 

XYVAR 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

X 

p 

y 

Ar 

p 

Ar 

X 

plated as a function 
of T. Chooses which 
variable on plotter 
and along which 
axis 

~incremented by 360° 
every dels plot 
points 

XCENT, YCENT, DELX, DELY 
' 

plot origin 
6 

J)ELTY = 2 4 DELTX = 5.0 
2-~,15 ~0 25 

I I 

X CENT / 
I I '-I 

XCENT 
1 I 

[em] [em] 

locate the origin with respect to the plot. Establish the 

grid values per em for the plot. Note the units are those 

established by setting UPINCH. See IC =13 Section. 

JOIN TRUE pen down between symbols 

FALSE pen up between symbols 

DELS plot a symbol every DELS print lines 

SYMBOL standard LBL Calcomp plot symbols 



IC 

10 Value 

• 0 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

45 

89 

23 

SYMBOL 

No symbol 

dot 

- horizontal bar 

vertical bar 

\ bend dexter 

/ bend sinister 

()diamond 

[]square 

6delta 

\1 del 
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l} symbols can be composed as in these three 
examples 



IC 

10 

ll 
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conunent 

SCALE scale graph by this factor.. Preset to (l) 

Note do not change, results unpredictable . 

71/0l/13. 

i 

DELS, SYMBOL, SCALE , 

i i 

A new grid is set up and all plots are put on that grid until 

this section is again executed, either to shut off the plot 

or to layout a new grid. 

Set rf acceptance parameters and generate the rf acceptance 

array 

TCNUM. The minimum number of time constants (4.0) 

over which the integration will take place 

starting with T = 0. The value of the time 

I 

constant must have been set in the IC ; 5 

section. 

NUMPHI The number of intervals (18) into which the 

phase axis - rr.< ~ ~ rr is divided. The value 

18 corresponds to 20 degree steps. 

NCENT The index (21) in the rf acceptance array 

DFl(x8 ,~r) corresponding"to ~r = 0. 

I 

•' 



IC 

• 

12 

l 

l 

•,; 

I d / 
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l 

j 

DBR 

,, 
\.] 

DABETA 

LBL-727 

20 
i 

franctim 
• .,.<~--Of 2'1f 

accepted 

DFl(i,j) 

--~~-----------r------------------- NCENT 
-Ar 

30 
~ 

bevatron radius. r
0 

is the radius of the reference particle. 

DDR !::.. r grid spacing ( l. 0") 

DABETA x
13 

grid spacing ( l.O") 

AWIDTH chamber acceptance l/2 width ( 20") in the ~ r 

plane. We always assuroe the chamber extends 

+ AWIDTH from ~ r = 0 

0cNUM, NUMPHI, NCENT, DDR, DABETA, AWIDTH) 

i· i 

Write the last generated rf acceptance array DFl on file TAPE4 

in standard data format suitable for use with program TWRITEl 

[3]. Th{s is how we save a previously generated array for 

use in program INJECT. Note an array must have been generated 

in an IC = ll section 



IC 

13 
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Change the paper siz.e and plot layout parameters. This must 

be follo~ed by an IC = 10 sect~on. 

UPINCH (2.54) 

BOT (1. 5) 

WIDTH (25.0) 

LFT (5.0) 

RTl (18.0) 

RT2 (38.0) 

lliTXl (9) 

IN'rXl ( 9) 

INTX2 (18) 

INTY (5) 

0 0 0 0 () 0 

1 y 

~ WIDTH 
X 

RTl 
RT2 

LFT t BOT 
0 0 0 u 0 0 

RTl OPTION = 1 
RT2 OPTION 2 

# of subdivisions 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

The Units of BOT, WIDTH,.LFT, RTl, RT2 are those established 

by UPINCH. The value 2.54 makes these units centimeters. 

The Units associated with IC = 10 sectiori are those established 

byUPINCH. The plots are set in data statements for 

standard centimeter paper. Note that the valuffiRTl = 18 and 

INTXl = 9 give tick marks every two Units, i.e., every 2 em. 

when UPINCH = 2.54. Similarly for INTX2 and RT2. 

UPINCH, BOT, WIDTH, LFT, RTl, RT2, INTXl, INTX2, 

i i 



IC 

• 14 

100 

u l) 
. ~ 

,j / . ' ' ,) \.) <l (~ •' ~ ..... Jf l "·~ •' 
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Set the frequency error parameter w
1

. See section 1.1, 

equation (l) and Section 3.1, equation (1). We actually 

input here the value FREQER = w
1
;'r.l. (0.0) 

CFREQER) 

Execute the integration section. The synchronotron phase 

equations are integrated from TMIN to TMAX for all initial 

conditions. The initial conditions are· 

RMIN :5 R :5 RMAX 

PMIN :5 4J ::: PMAX 

or 

CPMIN s p s CPMAX 

PMIN :5 .jJ :::; PMAX 

as set in IC=l or IC 9. Note, the most recently set values 

are used. 
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TABLE III 

Program HINJ Data Table 

VALUE OF Variables 
LI Read Comments 

LI AID This is a two word 10 character 

identifier of the form YY/MM/DD.u 

HH.SS.MM. that is used to fetch 

the acceptance arrays. It must 

be exactly as an output by INJECT 

at the time these arrays were 

generated. It is expected that 

tape 4 contains a library in 

standard library format [3] and 

that this identifier exists in 

the library. Identifier errors 

will cause a program stop. The 

two arrays A,NSF that correspond 

to this identifier will be 

fetched by the call to ACPT. 

L2 RID·· Exactly the same as the description 

for AID ex,cept this identifier 

corresponds to,an rf trapping 

array generated by PHASE. The 

LBL-727 

Format 

(2Al0) 

(2Al0) 

.. 
J 



~J .,.J " ~ 
'"" J 

Value of Variables 
LI Read 

C.: 

L3 SE 

NTIM 

~) I -~j ;.) ') ",J 
/ v 
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I 

Conunents Format 

array TRF corresponding to this 

identifier is fetched by the call 

to TRAP 

The standard deviation corresponding 

to the momenti.un spread: This is in 

the units [inch]. See section 3 .1, Vol. II 

equation ( 1), (3) and the discus-

sion there on how to relate real 

measurements to the value ~· 

There are available here 3o values 

·that can be used to displace the 

momentum P. 
]. 

p(ti) of the 

injected beam at time ti, 

l ~ i :;: 3:), from the central mom-

entum P that defines the time 
0 

axis. The units of displacement 

are [inch]. 

Po Pi 

N(i) 
inflector 



Value of 
ID 

13 

L3 

II 

Variables 
Read 

XC 

YC 

SA 

SB 

-104-

Comments 

N(i) > 0 implies P. > P . In the 
1 0 

above figure P is the position at 
·o 

time t of the central momentum 

of the momentum distribution. pi 

is the beam slice at time ti' and 

it has a higher momentum than p 
0 

since its displacement N(i) ;» o. 

N(l) time slice l 

., 
N(30) time slice 30 

The units in Figure a along the x9 

axis are inches. The relation 

between momentum and radius is 

given in by equation (2) section 

· 3.1, Volume II. Note both h=n(r) 

and r enter into this calculation. 

(SE,(NTIM(I),I = 1,30)) 

Center of beam ellipse [inches] 

Center of beam ellipse [mrl 

ct standard deviation [inch] 
A 

~ standard deviation [mr] see 

Figure 9, section 3.1, Vol II and the 

discussion there about how the 

standard deviation are related 

LBL-727 

Format 

(Fl0.4,30I2) 



, 

Value of 
I;o 

L4 

·Variables 
Read 

THETA 

XDSP 

YDSP 

XA 

DX 

XF 

... 
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Comments 

to measured quantities. 

Angle with respect to X axis of · 

beam phase ellipse. 

The momentum dispersion of the beam 

as measured from the central 

momentum. XDSP(YDSP) is the shift 

in X(X') ,center in inches (mr) for a 

• one standard deviation shift from 

the injected beam central momentum. 

The central momentum (N=l6) has 

center XC, rc .. The other momenta 

have a center determined by 

XP = XC + (N-16) x XDSP/SE 

YP = YC + (N-16) x YDSP/SE 

(XC, YC, SA, SB, THETA ,XDSP, YDSP) 

Start of pulse [inch] 

Pulse length [inch] 

rf turn on time [inch] 

See Figure 1, section 3.1, Vol II 

and the discussion there. The rf 

turn on time must be after the pulse. 

XF~ XA + DX + 1.0. These are the 

values along the x9 axis. 

x9 = o = t. 

Format 

(8Fl0.4) 



L4 
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Note that DX 0 has no meaning 

physically, but that it is used to 

control the acti9h of the program. 

if (DX = -1.0) go to L3; 

if (DX = -2.0) go to Ll; 

if (DX = -3.0) go to L2; 

(XA,DX,XF) (8Fl0.4) 
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. TABLE IV 

TWRITEl DATA TABLE 

LBL-727 

File Name Data 
type item comment 

INPUT i NT APE New library LBL tape number 

LIB l file in standard library format. 

.. , This is the old library to which data 

is appended. 

DATA l file in standard data format pertaining to 

the data to be appended. TAPE4 of 

programs PHASE, INJECT is suitable. 
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Appendix C Field Free Data 

Some of the programs use field free data routines described in [2]. 

These routines can be used as black box input routines. We give below 

an explanation of what constitutes valid data. 

Integers are of the form+ NN •.. N where N are decimal digits. 

A real number is of the form~ NN ••• N,N .•. N or else +NN ••• N.N ... NE+NNN. 

Logical values are specified by T, F or TRUE, FALSE. Any number can 

be followed by RNN •.• N where N are decimal digits. This causes the 

number to be read NN ••. N times. Comments can be injected anywhere as 

*/text/* and are ignored. Items to be input are separated by deliminators. 

This is either a traling comma or else 2 or more blanks. Empty fields 

are skipped. Quantities are read as incountered,as many on any one card 

as,is convenient. Below are some samples of valid input data 

+5. 2, T, TRUE, 6. 5E3R5, */EXAMPLE/* 

' ,. 
I 

~I 

I • 



• 

[ 1] 

[2] 
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